
chapter 4

How to Introduce Your Work to the
Professional Community: Researching
and Exhibiting in Nonprofit Spaces

This chapter discusses networking and how to approach nonprofit
organizations, a varied group of  venues that welcome and support
the work of  thousands of  artists each year. It will show you how to
organize your promotional materials and establish connections. It
will help you make a plan to begin locally and to spread out to ven-
ues farther away.

The art world is no longer held captive by a few dealers, critics, cura-
tors, or patrons. The good news is that there are more options today
than ever before to have your work seen. Open up the most recent edi-
tion of  Art in America: Annual Guide to Museums, Galleries, Artists (it
comes out every August), and you will find over 4,500 listings of  gal-
leries, museums, university spaces, nonprofit exhibition spaces, corpo-
rate consultants, private dealers, and print dealers covering all fifty
states. Turn to the art section of  your local newspaper, and you will find
even more exhibition listings of  spaces not covered in the annual guide.
Add to this list over three hundred public art commissioning agencies
on the national, state, and local level. A few searches on the Internet
will yield a plethora of  web-based galleries and sales sites as well as the
vast communities of  people connecting through Facebook, YouTube,
MySpace, and even the ecumenical collector’s paradise of  eBay.

In the beginning you should try out a variety of  these venues to de-
termine where your work belongs and to attract the audience you de-
sire. There are many kinds of  opportunities; not all of  them will be
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Doing your homework
means you won’t attempt to
fit your round art into their
square space.
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suited to your work or your professional goals. Working with a sense of
what you want to accomplish will help you consider your options more
systematically. You also need to develop a working knowledge of  differ-
ent organizations to explore whether your motivations and needs are
aligned with theirs. Narrowing your choices allows you to spend the
necessary time and attention to pursue the most viable situations in-
stead of  heedlessly running in circles. Over the years, I have watched
too many artists chase any and all opportunities just because they exist.
Blinded by excitement, they approach the wrong prospects because
they haven’t done enough investigation beforehand. This scattershot ap-
proach is a waste of  time and a surefire recipe for rejection. Whether
you are just finishing art school or reinvigorating your career, taking
your work public should not be a frustrating pursuit but a focused and
strategic plan to move forward.

Branching out from friends, family, peers, and colleagues to the pro-
fessional art community requires you to introduce your work to a wider
network outside of  this cozy group. It’s called “promoting yourself,” or
in the business world it is referred to as “marketing.” Many artists find
this task the single most difficult part of  their job. The kind of  effort
needed to promote yourself  is completely different from the solitary
creative energy you experience in the studio. It demands that you prac-
tice and develop a different set of  muscles. In the studio you are in com-
mand of  any situation. Outside of  it you are more dependent on the
decisions and opinions of  others. It is easy to feel that too many judg-
ments are out of  your control and to be puzzled about how they are
made.

Promoting yourself  also requires coming face to face with your own
self-esteem and issues of  entitlement. It can quickly stir up feelings of
inadequacy about your work and yourself  as an artist. I know how hard
it is to introduce your work to someone new with this conflicting cock-
tail of  emotions. I am never comfortable with this process, but it has be-
come easier the more I do it. I have found that concentrating on what I
want to accomplish has enabled me to reach beyond my fear and carry
out the actions necessary to promote my work. I remind myself  that
this is my responsibility to what I have created. If  I don’t get behind it,
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how can I convince others to support it? The sooner you make your
peace with promotion, the sooner you can begin honing your skills. It’s
a necessary part of  your practice and will propel your work from the
privacy of  your studio to the world beyond it. This chapter will provide
you with some easy ways to stretch your comfort zone and develop
your own promotion style.

Let’s start with what you already have in place. You have identified
goals for your practice, have great promotional tools (work samples and
written materials), and have been regularly discussing your work with
peers and colleagues. You are aware of  the issues in your art and feel
prepared to talk about them. You feel ready to engage a new audience
with your work and are eager to see their reaction. These are the main
ingredients you will use to promote yourself—and you already have
them.

At the same time you’ve been exploring your local art landscape—
researching venues, opportunities, and art professionals with whom
you want to be connected. While doing this research, you need to con-
sider who will be most receptive to your work. There are both obvious
and subtle differences between exhibition venues, and audiences gravi-
tate to them based on their programming. Most likely you are already
drawn to some spaces regularly and visit others only once in a while.
You need to keep this in mind as you do your research. 

If  you want to be a part of  the art world, you need to survey the
landscape and imagine your place within it. Reflect on who would be in-
terested in the content of  your work or your approach. Outside of  your
peers, consider whom you want to see your work and why. What spaces
feel like a natural fit? Who is their audience? Most artists operate with
only the vaguest notion of  their viewer or supporter. They imagine an
amorphous group of  collectors, artists, or the general public. I realize
you can never predict exactly who will be interested in what you do.
Discussing different audiences and venues with others will help spark
productive conversations about who might be most receptive to your
work. These conversations could trigger referrals to certain critics, cura-
tors, or organizations. Learn to decipher the distinctions among differ-
ent spaces and the diverse interests of  art professionals. Venues you
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approach for support will analyze your work based on their tastes and
programming needs. 

Making potential supporters—curators, art administrators, critics,
collectors, gallery directors—aware of  your work is essential to con-

necting with new opportunities and expanding your ca-
reer. Promoting your work introduces it to someone who
will do something on your behalf. There are many ways
they can benefit you. They will come and see what you
have created, visit your website, show your work, collect
it, or support it with grants and services. They will help
spread the word about what you are doing. They promote
your work to others when they write about it or review it.
The best way to cultivate these promotional partners is
through relationships you develop one at a time.

Promotion is a necessary ingredient in your artistic
practice. You want to develop ways to promote your
work that maintain your personal integrity. If  you view it
as an uncomfortable suit of  clothing you must don a few
weeks out of  the year, it will always feel stiff  and unnatu-
ral. Instead, you need to incorporate a few actions every
day toward this goal, as uncomfortable as it can be. This
allows you to practice and hone your skills. It’s unfortu-

nate that the pervasive notion in the art community is that “good work
will be recognized.” It sends the message that if  your work is worthy,
you don’t need to actively promote it. If  you have to promote it, then it
must not be creditable. It’s no wonder many artists are straitjacketed
by these conflicted feelings and would rather completely avoid making
an effort.

Promoting your work needs to arise organically from your creative
practice and personality. The way you go about it depends on what kind
of  a person you are. You may relish the opportunity to gleefully intro-
duce yourself  and throw your arms around people at openings and
events. You may be the opposite, standing off  to the side and viewing
the art world with bemused detachment. You may not even like attend-
ing openings and art events and avoid crowds as much as possible. I’m
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I get hundreds of  proposals from artists over the
course of  a year. The exhibitions we present at
Diverse Works are the result of  lots of  research,
and mutual research is critical. I research artists
to find work that suits the nature of  our
programming, and, in turn, artists need to be
researching appropriate venues for the work
that they are doing. It is so frustrating to get
proposals day in and day out from people who
clearly don’t know the first thing about the
organization, people who haven’t set foot in the
door, don’t know what we do, and haven’t
looked at our history of  exhibitions. That’s a
waste of  that artist’s time, my time, money,
and everything else. I can’t stress enough how
important it is to do your research, know your
community, and know your field.

—Diane Barber, codirector and visual arts
curator of DiverseWorks Artspace
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painfully shy when it comes to making my way through an opening. In
fact, I have perfected the ability to become invisible, scooting around
the outside edges and out the front door without interacting with any-
one. To overcome my instinct to flee, I’ve made a rule for openings. I
am not allowed to leave until I have spoken with three people in the
room. That rule forces me away from the outer walls and into the
crowd. Often my first conversation is with the gallery assistant pouring
wine. Then I look around to find someone standing alone whom I can
approach with a friendly greeting such as, “Hi, do you know the artist?
Can you point him (her) out to me?” By this time I’ve managed to quell
my initial fright-and-flight mechanism, and other conversations follow.
Attending events with a friend or two increases the likelihood of  meet-
ing people. Friends can help facilitate an introduction to someone you
want to meet and keep you from chickening out. It helps to look at pro-
moting yourself  as a fact-finding mission. The people you meet and the
tidbits of  information you gather are all pieces of  a puzzle you are on
your way to solving.

Artists often worry about how to be assertive without being seen as
“too pushy.” Pushiness is another negative connotation attached to the
idea of  promotion that needs to be dismissed. Promoting your work re-
quires that you be assertive. It does not mean you are impolite, disre-
spectful of  others, or inappropriately aggressive. At an opening, it’s the
difference between saying a few words about the show to the curator
and imploring them to visit your studio. It’s the difference between
mailing a card for your upcoming show to the curator followed by an
email and sending daily missives throughout the run of  the exhibition.
You need to untangle promotion from your feelings of  self-worth, set
those feelings aside, and proceed as if  it is just another part of  your
artistic practice.

Networking isn’t limited to the relationships you have with your
peers and art events you attend. In fact, there are simple things you can
do each day that comfortably fall into the category of  promoting your
work. Seize any opportunity to build your community. Networking can
take place anywhere—in airports, elevators, coffee shops, the gym, and
riding mass transit. A friend of  mine was introduced to his gallery by
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If  you have a notion of  the
audience that you would like to
reach, that affects all of  your
decisions—from where to show,
to what you make, and so on.
There is another way of
looking at it. You put something
out in the world, certain kinds
of  people respond to it, and you
then have to understand
why. . . . And then, there is the
issue of  venue. There is a
gallery audience, there is a
museum audience, and there is
a public audience. . . . It’s good
to be aware of  what you have
to offer.

—Janine Antoni, Artist
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the guy at the deli counter who made his sandwich each day. It turns
out he also made sandwiches for the gallery staff. Remember: people
enjoy meeting artists. We are exotic. We may think that our process is
mostly prosaic, but the rest of  the world doesn’t agree and wants to
know more.

Basic Guidelines for Self-Promotion
DEVELOP A BRIEF DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT ABOUT
YOURSELF AND YOUR WORK. 
In advertising, it’s called an elevator pitch. What would you say to
someone about yourself  and your work in a thirty-second elevator ride?
Look at your artist statement, and find a few sentences that visually de-
scribe your work. Practice saying them out loud. You don’t need to
memorize them, but you want to become comfortable with the essence
of  what you wish to convey. It’s easy to become tongue-tied when sud-
denly faced with the question “What’s your work like?” To respond, you
want to give just enough information so that the listener might want to
follow up with another question, which can be the start of  a longer con-
versation. It is important that you incorporate descriptive language that
will help them form a visual image in their mind about your work. In-
troducing yourself  and your work in a friendly way is a skill that anyone
can develop. Practice on your friends and family, and ask for feedback.
They’ll point out important ideas or interesting information you
missed. Then try out your verbal statement in less stressful situations
before tackling the really difficult ones.

CARRY BUSINESS CARDS WITH YOU, AND USE THEM. 

When I hand my business card to someone I’ve met and get his or hers
in return, I am deepening our connection. Exchanging business cards is
a good way to foster a relationship. You can leave the recipient with a
tantalizing impression of  your practice through a clever design or in-
cluding an image of  your work. I know artists who have made this
process fun by creating business cards with a variety of  images. When
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You have to find a balance
between getting yourself  out
there—networking, meeting
and greeting people—and not
letting that distract you too
much from the work that
you’re doing. Your job is to be
in the studio from at least 9 till
5, if  not more. If  you don’t
want to do that, then you
shouldn’t be an artist in the
first place. But networking is a
big part of  it. When you’re not
in the studio, you’ve got to get
out there.

—Cristin Tierney, art advisor

I have met artists that I know
will be successful because they
are aggressive and very polite.
“Aggressive” means being out
there. I love it when I meet
artists who really like to talk
about art other than their own.

—Andrea Kirsh, art historian,
art critic, and writer
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asked for their card, they fan them out and allow the recipient to choose
one. This act can spark a longer conversation about their work.

On my business cards, besides including the usual contact informa-
tion, I list my website but not my email address. If  someone wishes to
get in touch with me, I want to drive them to the opening
page of  my website to see my work before they click on
the contact tab to email me. It is also helpful to make
brief  notations about the person on the back of  business
cards you receive. Include a few key words about the con-
versation, a mutual acquaintance, or a note regarding fol-
lowing up. I have a terrible memory for names, so I
constantly rely on business cards to help me out.

BEFORE YOU GO TO AN ART EVENT, DO SOME
PRELIMINARY RESEARCH.

You will be better informed about the art space, exhibi-
tion, curator, panelist, collector, or artist if  you learn
more about them beforehand. You can often learn a lot by
searching the Internet and asking other artists what they
know. Learning more about the organization and the
people involved will help you identify those individuals you want to
meet at the event. Having some background knowledge about them
can help break the ice when introducing yourself. The conversation is
richer when you can include comments or questions about their recent
projects, and they will appreciate that you did your homework.

KNOW THAT DEVELOPING GOOD RELATIONSHIPS 
TAKES TIME.

Being open to—and staying in touch with—those who cross your path
is how your community of  support grows. Follow up introductions
with an email or note if  appropriate; then add that person to your con-
tact list. Allow stronger relationships to evolve naturally. At all times,
just be yourself. People appreciate honesty and sincerity, and they have
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Don’t be an art snob! Don’t hang only with
artists. Make friends in all areas. Make friends
with business people, with lawyers, with people
who run businesses, who are entrepreneurial,
who like to organize things. You need to know a
lot about different kinds of  people and how they
think—What matters to them? What are their
personalities? What kinds of  books and
magazines do they read? What Web sites do
they visit? . . . It’s always good to have people
from your past whom you can trust—even for
different kinds of  advice. Build a brain trust for
yourself.

—Anna Deavere Smith, Letters to a Young Artist:
Straight-up Advice on Making a Life in the Arts:

For Actors, Performers, Writers, and Artists of
Every Kind (New York: Anchor Books, 2006), 73–74
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amazingly delicate antennas for phoniness. Allow your
networking style to emerge naturally from your own per-
sonality. If  you are soft-spoken, don’t try to be boisterous
or aggressive. Turn your shyness into an asset by being an
attentive listener and asking questions. Being prepared by
following the previous suggestions will help you over-
come your initial shyness.

What matters most is the quality of  your relationships,
not the quantity. Make it part of  your practice to build
connections with people you respect and admire. Good
relationships are a two-way street. There will be times
when you will need to call on them for help and occasions
when they will need yours. Foster the bond by generously
sharing information and connections. Call up a friend or

two, and let them know about something you discovered in your re-
search that might be of  benefit to them. They will direct information
and contacts back to you. It takes less effort to keep a good relationship
than to begin a new one.

Although there is no single path to engaging the audience that will
be most responsive to your work, many artists find their first opportu-
nity comes through art professionals working in nonprofit organiza-
tions. The rest of  this chapter outlines your options in the nonprofit arts
community and provides information on how to connect and work
with them. Chapter 5 will discuss the commercial galleries, art dealers,
consultants, museums, and public commissioning agencies. Knowing
who the different players are and how they fit into your plan is crucial to
establishing yourself. You can then employ a variety of  entrance strate-
gies to get your art shown.

Nonprofit Organizations 
Nonprofit (or not-for-profit) organizations support a specific issue or
concern, which is identified as their mission. They are often created to
respond to a need, such as providing a permanent home and public ac-
cess for a collection of  art, exhibiting and promoting contemporary
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You should know about everything going on in
your immediate community, and if  you forge
relationships with the curators—well, like I
already said, we talk about stuff. If  I am
working on a show, I talk to every colleague I
know about that show: “I’m looking for work
like this. Let me know if  you see anything.”
Fifty percent of  exhibition development happens
in conversations. Think of  the arts community
as your professional network. If  you really
know your field, you’ll have opportunities to get
information that would otherwise be flying
under the radar.

—Diane Barber, codirector and visual arts
curator, DiverseWorks Artspace
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artists or artistic ideas, offering a community service, or educating and
informing the public. They are not concerned with making a monetary
profit from their activities, and they are primarily supported through
grants, donations, and endowments.

Nonprofits usually work with an individual artist on a limited basis—
on a single project or show. Their program decisions reflect their mis-
sion and funding. Collecting this information is an essential part of
careful research and will determine which organizations are the best
matches for you. Since most nonprofit organizations receive grants
from local, state, and national sources, they have a responsibility to be
open and accessible to the public. The public includes you, the artist.
Organizations that work with contemporary artists must develop crite-
ria for selection and publicly post submission guidelines to their pro-
grams. Carefully reviewing these guidelines is your responsibility.

The exhibition space I started in Brooklyn, the Rotunda Gallery, was
set up as a nonprofit. I worked with a board of  directors who oversaw
my activities and the fiscal management of  the gallery. Because we re-
ceived grants from state and city agencies, as well as foundations and in-
dividuals, I felt it was my responsibility to be open to a range of  art
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MORGAN O’HARA
Site-specific wall drawing:
FORM AND CONTENT: Amiri
Baraka reading his poetry, Ishioka
Toyomi carving cedar, 2003
Wall drawings: flat black acrylic
on white wall
19.5 x 48.75 feet
Aomori Contemporary Art
Center, Aomori, Japan
Morgan O’Hara’s Live
Transmission drawings are done
as both private and public
performances. Done in real time
with both hands, they render
visible normally invisible or
fleeting movement patterns
through seismograph-like
drawing. The direction of the
line as well as the quality of its
intensity is transmitted by
closely following each segment
of an activity.
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ideas and projects that fit the mission of  the gallery. Although I was con-
cerned with the overall quality of  the arts programming, I never gave a
thought to whether the work on exhibition would sell. Sales weren’t
part of  our mission. The gallery thus functioned as a showcase for a

wide variety of  ideas in contemporary art practice. Since
we presented mainly thematic group exhibitions, each
year we worked with dozens of  different artists and hired
independent curators to bring in a variety of  viewpoints. I
was always interested in new artists who approached me
and curious about their work. I took every opportunity to
encourage artists to send me information and often asked
other art professionals for artist recommendations. It was
also part of  my job to be informed about the rest of  the
art community, so I regularly visited other galleries to see
whose work they were showing.

There is an incredible network of  nonprofits through-
out the nation. Organizations like the Rotunda Gallery are
often referred to as “alternative” spaces or “artist-run”
spaces. Many were founded by artists in the ’70s and ’80s

in response to the lack of  exhibition opportunities for contemporary liv-
ing artists and as an alternative to the market-driven commercial gal-
leries. These spaces provide programs based on their mission, such as
supporting artists who are emerging, underrepresented, of  color, local,
or working within a specific genre or medium. These organizations pe-
riodically review their missions to make sure their programs are rele-
vant to the needs of  the community they pledge to serve. They do not
have a permanent art collection but present frequently changing exhibi-
tions. Many spaces are still mainly staffed by artists. In the larger and
more established spaces it is not unusual for the directors and curators
to go on to new positions in museums and commercial galleries. There
are long-standing relationships in the art world between these spaces.
They talk to each other often.

Alternative spaces are constantly looking for new talent and quickly
respond to fresh ideas percolating in the art world. They were the first
to support installation, video, animation, and performance work, pro-
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Sometimes, it takes a while to find out what
people are really interested in. Sometimes, you
don’t even know that when they are asking a
question, they might have something in mind
for you two years down the road or that you
might be able to do something for that person.
It’s a mistake to go around thinking that every
opportunity is something to work. People like to
be appreciated and enjoyed, and that is an
important factor in working together. One has
to be careful not to move into situations only to
use them. There exist radical differences in
approach in America, Europe, and Asia, and
major differences run along these lines.

—Morgan O’Hara, artist
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viding artists the opportunity to show how these media could be incor-
porated into an organization’s programming. Nowadays, many com-
mercial galleries, museums, and even collectors have established project
rooms and are comfortable commissioning installations and working
with ephemeral art objects.

Alternative spaces are often the first to embrace diffi-
cult, issue-based work or politically sensitive material.
During the “culture wars” between the National Endow-
ment for the Arts (NEA) and the arts community in the
late ’80s and early ’90s, it was the artist-run alternative
space Washington Project for the Arts that immediately
agreed to host the controversial Robert Mapplethorpe ret-
rospective A Perfect Moment. The show had been cancelled
at the last minute by the Corcoran Gallery of  Art under
political pressure. Another alternative space, Artists
Space, had its NEA funding withdrawn for the AIDS show
Witnesses: Against Our Vanishing, to be reinstated only after
the arts community furiously erupted in protest. I lived a
block away from Artists Space and volunteered to help
with the media circus that descended on it during this perilous time. I
watched with pride as my friend Susan Wyatt, the director of  Artists
Space, admirably defended the show, free speech, and the importance
of  nonpolitical government funding for the arts in the national news
media.

Because alternative spaces function as art laboratories and embrace a
wide variety of  work, they are great places for emerging artists to get
started and for mid-career artists to experiment with new ideas. In fact,
most of  them make it easy for you to get involved. Guidelines for sub-
mitting work or applying for projects and requests for exhibition ideas
are either posted on the organization’s website or available as a handout
at the admissions desk. If  it has an artist registry, make sure your work is
included. All nonprofits regularly review the work of  artists in their reg-
istries when curating exhibitions and developing new ideas.

It’s also true that quite often the budget of  an alternative space is lim-
ited and the staff  overworked. This means that resources available for a
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Artists have to think about their own specific
community. I mean, in St. Louis I was actually
really fortunate to be in a community that
wasn’t Manhattan right out of  graduate school.
Because it wasn’t Manhattan, everybody would
answer my phone calls, I was on grant review
panels, and I learned all these things that I
could apply later. So it’s not like you have to
immediately go someplace big, but you have to
understand what different places have to offer
and understand that people move around. I
think that’s something that’s obvious in
retrospect, but every curator I knew ten years
ago is now someplace else.

—Kurt Perschke, artist
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show will vary from space to space. Most require the artist to fund
some exhibition expenses, such as shipping, framing, flat-screen moni-
tors, projectors, etc.

While the funds may be meager, the conversation can be fruitful. Be-
ing selected for a group show allows you to measure your work against
others’. Being offered a project space may be your only chance to see
that installation or video project fully realized as you intended. The
great documentation you take of  your installation may help you land
your next project grant or exhibition. Any chance you have to place
your art in a different context provides you new information about the
work and how different viewers respond to it.

Many nonprofit organizations don’t have an exhibition venue but
produce cultural programs consisting of  temporary shows and installa-
tions in public spaces. These projects can range from a one-day light
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DIVERSEWORKS ARTSPACE
From the exhibition Run for
Your Lives! curated by Diane
Barber and presented at
DiverseWorks Artspace in
Houston, Texas, 2006.
Mushroom cloud: Dietrich
Wegner
(www.dietrichwegner.com)
Tornado: Matias Duville
(http://www.matiasduville.com)
Small paintings: Katherine
Taylor, Marcia Wood Gallery
(www.marciawoodgallery.com)
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projection, installation, or performance to placing work in a public
square or building lobby for six months or more. The organization func-
tions as the liaison between an artist’s project and the community, se-
curing necessary permissions from the local municipalities to safely and
legally install and maintain the work in a public space. They also under-
write many of  the expenses, help fundraise, and publicize the project.
For example, Jenny Holzer’s outdoor projections, discussed in the previ-
ous chapter, were sponsored by a New York City–based presenting or-
ganization, Creative Time.

Many municipalities have discovered that placing art in public places
is good for the local economy, so they welcome these projects. For ex-
ample, New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg estimated that
Christo and Jeanne-Claude’s monumental outdoor installation through-
out Central Park, The Gates, brought in 4 million visitors and $254 mil-
lion in economic activity to New York City for a project that was on
view for only sixteen winter days.

Public art projects can take place on any scale. Arizona-based artist
Gregory Sale has been doing text-based studio work for years and re-
cently began a project, Love Buttons, which was inspired by Robert Indi-
ana’s Love sculpture installed at the Scottsdale Civic Center Mall. He
created a series of  poetic text-based buttons, commissioned by Scotts-
dale Public Art; these were distributed to participants at local arts festi-
vals. “Love Buttons is a participatory event which employs poetic
language and evocative text fragments to disperse a sea of  poetry into
the crowd of  festival-goers. The participants connect through chance
encounters and linguistic associations to spark a collective contempla-
tion on love.” Larger versions of  the buttons were spread throughout
festivals as signs mounted to lampposts around the grounds. Sale has
also created a Love Buttons website (http://www.love-buttons.com),
where viewers are encouraged to make their own love poems without
using the word “love.” 

A different kind of  participatory project is Kurt Perschke’s RedBall.
Originally commissioned in 2001 by the St. Louis Arts in Transit pro-
gram, the RedBall project is a temporary sculptural performance that
becomes a public art event. It’s a fifteen-foot inflatable ball that gets
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It was great for me to begin my
career at the nonprofits because
I didn’t have to deal with the
commercial world. I could
concentrate on learning to
install my work and watch
how it was being received
before having to deal with the
commercial side of  things.

—Janine Antoni, artist

We do a lot of  commissioned
works. . . . We have “affairs”
with artists. 
—Diane Barber, codirector and

visual arts curator of
DiverseWorks Artspace
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GREGORY SALE
Love Buttons, 2008
Participants engaging with Love Buttons during
a rhythm-and-blues festival and a summer art
walk. Co-sponsored by Scottsdale Public Art and
Lisa Sette Gallery, Scottsdale
Photos: Marilyn Murphy (top left and right)
Photo: C. Warden (bottom)
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squished into architectural locations throughout a city in archways, be-
tween alleyways, and so on (image next page). It moves throughout the
city in a choreographed suite of  installations over two or three weeks
but is only at each specific site for one day. Viewers quickly grasp that
the sculpture is mobile and, in a sense, exploring the city. Everyone be-
gins suggesting ideas of  where it should go next and becomes engaged
in the “artistic process.” For Perschke, that transference of  the imagina-
tive process is a core aspect of  the piece. After completing the project in
St. Louis, Perschke was interested in seeing how it functioned in other
urban environments. With his own funds he brought the RedBall project
the following year to an artist’s residency in Barcelona, Spain, where he
installed it throughout the city and at the Museum of  Contemporary
Art. The project attracted an article in Sculpture magazine, and other in-
vitations to host the work followed, from Sydney, Australia; Portland,
Oregon; Scottsdale, Arizona; and Chicago, Illinois; as well at the Busan
Biennale in Korea.

Because the budgets for projects in public spaces can be large, organ-
izations are more likely to work with experienced artists rather than
those fresh out of  art school. Check out whom they have recently sup-
ported to gauge whether you should apply to their programs. Challenge
yourself, but also be realistically attuned when doing your research to
decide if  this is a good match for you at this time in your career.

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES

These are exhibition spaces created to enhance the educational mission
of  the academic institution and provide cultural programs for the sur-
rounding community. College and university art galleries provide train-
ing, curatorial, and exhibition opportunities for the students, alumni,
and staff  and bring the work of  invited artists into the academic environ-
ment. They may have their own separate building that houses a perma-
nent art collection and engages in the same activities as a museum. They
can also encompass gallery spaces within the art department or school li-
brary or, more informally, be a lobby and hallway designated as exhibi-
tion space. Support is provided by a combination of  funds and services,
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KURT PERSCHKE
Clockwise, from top left:
RedBall: Arizona, 2008,  Arabian Library Site
RedBall: Barcelona, 2002, Jaume Street in

Gothic Quarter
RedBall: Sydney, 2003, Old Town Hall
The RedBall Project is a sculptural
installation traveling around the globe.
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including a yearly budget within the institution, solicited grants, and do-
nations. They maintain a year-round program of  rotating exhibitions,
talks, and lectures. Others function as art incubators, commissioning
project-based work that pushes the envelope of  artistic practice. In many
rural communities they are the primary exhibition sites
available. For example, the University of  Wyoming Art Mu-
seum is one of  only five art museums in the entire state.

Just as with alternative space galleries, there is fluid
movement between curators and directors in university
and college spaces. They may come from or move on to
national art publications, museums, galleries, and other
nonprofits. These professionals are developing their ca-
reers too. Don’t be surprised if  your paths cross in an-
other context later on. Connections forged with art
professionals at any stage of  your career have the poten-
tial to last a lifetime.

I have noticed that many artists don’t take advantage of
the opportunities available at these venues. From local
community colleges to large universities, there are a
plethora of  spaces available that could be a part of  your
career plan. They are an opportunity to exhibit your work
and engage in a stimulating dialogue about it. Many spaces combine
solo exhibitions with an invitation to lecture publicly about your work,
give a workshop or demonstration, or engage in studio critiques with
their art majors. If  they don’t have such a program, you should volun-
teer to give a gallery talk or to speak with their students. It’s a good op-
portunity to practice discussing your work with a receptive audience.

Some university and college galleries may operate on a strictly do-it-
yourself  basis. Others, depending on their size and budget, will profes-
sionally cover all your exhibition needs, including a catalogue or
brochure of  the show, which you can use in the future as supplemen-
tary material when applying for opportunities in other venues. If  you
are working on complex, labor-intensive installations, there are often
plenty of  free student interns available to assist you. In return, the in-
terns get valuable experience and insight into an artist’s process.
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The project now exists parallel to my studio
work and takes me away to travel once or twice
a year. From the first time someone contacts me,
or says that they are interested, to an actual
installation, it can take six months or a year, so
there’s a lot of  work that happens before those
two or three weeks of  actual installation. I have
to go out, visit a city, and select the site six
months in advance.

When you stop envisioning this stuff  as
public art and you think about it as cultural
programming, you ask different questions. Public
art people are making monuments to go in front
of  buildings, but if  you are talking to somebody
who is used to doing operas and film festivals,
nobody is concerned about those things. They are
concerned about exposure and impact.

—Kurt Perschke, artist
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CO-OP GALLERIES

These are exhibition spaces started by a group of  artists who agree to
jointly share the financing, duties, and responsibilities of  running the

organization. In addition to paying startup costs and a
monthly fee, it may mean taking your turn gallery sitting,
preparing the space, helping to install an exhibition, send-
ing out announcements, bookkeeping, and other adminis-
trative tasks. The artist members regularly receive a solo
show and thus have a stable, long-term base from which
to operate. Some co-op galleries were started by groups
of  artists who felt shut out of  the commercial venues,
such as the A.I.R. Gallery in New York City, which is dedi-
cated to women artists. Others have been formed to add
additional exhibition opportunities in a small town or city.
Many of  them are organized as nonprofits so they can ap-
ply for grants to provide programming for artists outside
of  their membership and offset their members’ fees.

The quality of  programming at a co-op gallery is defined
by the participation and ambition of  its artist membership.
Sharing responsibilities allows for a pooling of  talents that
can benefit the whole. One member may be better at pro-
motion, another experienced at bookkeeping or fundrais-
ing. You must be willing to be active and carry your share of
the tasks. For many artists, co-op membership is a good al-
ternative to commercial gallery representation or is a way
to get started exhibiting. It provides you with a community

of  peers and a stable platform from which to engage your audience.

JURIED EXHIBITIONS

Many nonprofit organizations sponsor juried exhibitions as part of  their
program. If  you are applying to “national” or “international” juried ex-
hibitions, be extremely selective. In many cases, these shows are the
means by which an organization collects easy money from the entry
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I am on a campus with some 17,000 students
and g g g it’s a challenge to get huge chunks of
that population through the door; so we are
constantly looking for ways to attract students.
We want them to feel welcome and part of  this
institution, which is important for a lot of
different reasons. It secures our place as a vital
part of  the university and is important in terms
of  future fundraising efforts. Alumni provide a
huge base of  support for any university or
college. The opportunity to connect with
students is when they are here. It also drives a
pedagogical approach to the exhibition and the
interpretive programs that happen here in the
museumg I think that’s something that we are
aware of  at every step of  the exhibition
planning and implementation.

I think every university museum addresses
multiple and varied audiences. Not every show
will resonate with all of  those audiences. Our
aim is to create a mix of  programming that’s
exciting and challenging, that engages different
segments of  our audience, and gets them
involved in the program and the institution.

—Janet Riker, director, University Art Museum,
University at Albany
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fees of  hundreds of  artists eager to get their work seen by a “presti-
gious” juror. They are seldom career-building opportunities, even if
your art is selected for exhibition and given an award. A better way to
introduce your work to an important curator or critic is to send your in-
formation directly.

If  you want to apply to juried exhibitions, here are some selection
criteria to keep in mind:

• Look for shows that don’t charge entry fees to enter. You may
need to pay shipping if  selected, but the jury process should
be free.

• Select shows with a specific theme that applies to your work.
• Consider shows open only to regional artists; these can be a

good way to expand your connections to your community.
• Most of  all, apply only to those juried exhibitions sponsored

by an organization you value and trust.

Being accepted into a juried show can help build confidence in your
work when you are starting out. But be careful: don’t depend solely on
these venues, and make sure you are exploring all your other exhibition
options as well.

PROMOTING YOURSELF TO REGIONAL NONPROFITS 

The easiest place to start promoting yourself  is in your surrounding
area. Connect with nonprofit opportunities within a few hours’ drive or
a short train or bus ride. Even if  you have lived in the same place for a
while, and have been exhibiting your work locally, periodically reac-
quainting yourself  with what is available nearby is a good exercise. If
you are just out of  school or new to the area, doing this first is the best
way for you to begin establishing yourself. Remember your goals. What
do you wish to accomplish? Introduce your work to a new audience?
Find a project room for your new installation or video project? Expose
your work in a new context or in relation to others in a group show?
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Experience how a different audience responds to your work? Next, com-
pile a list of  venues that will be the best fit for your work and your
goals.

Here’s your homework:

1. Take out a map of  your area, and draw a circle encompassing
fifty to a hundred miles from where you live. (The size of  the
circle will depend on how densely populated your
community is. In urban areas fifty miles may be plenty, while
in rural areas the circle may need to be larger.) 

2. Compile a list of  nonprofit venues within the circle on your
map. Consult the Art in America: Annual Guide to Museums,
Galleries, Artists, local newspapers, magazines, and the
Internet.

3. Research each of  the venues. Start with those with websites,
and begin to collect information about them.

a. What is their mission? Is it a good fit for you and your
work?

b. Do they have guidelines for submitting work?
c. Do they have a registry of  artists?
d. What is the full range of  their programs? Which ones

are appropriate for you?
e. What is their exhibition history? Do they repeat certain

themes that relate to your work?
4. Compile a short list of  those venues that are the best

matches, and make a plan to visit them over the next few
months. You could take one Saturday afternoon a month and
make the rounds of  one geographic area within your circle.
Add to your list those venues that did not have a web
presence or enough information for you to make an initial
decision about them.

5. At each site you visit, make sure to connect with someone in
the organization, even if  it is just an intern sitting at the front
desk. Ask questions about their programs, collect any written
information available, and sign up for their mailing list or
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email list to be informed of  upcoming events and
opportunities.

6. When you return home, sift through the information you
have collected, and narrow down your list by answering the
following questions:

a. Do they support work like mine?
b. Do I respect what they are doing?
c. What are their submission guidelines?
d. Who’s in charge of  making decisions? How can they be

contacted?
7. Make a plan to follow through on the information. Take out

your calendar or to-do list, and pencil in any deadlines for
artist submissions and proposals. If  they don’t have deadlines,
make them for yourself.

No matter how much information an organization has on its web-
site, a visit is always illuminating. Some organizations don’t have the
staff  to keep their website updated. A new program may be in place that
is not yet listed online. Because of  the relentlessness of  spam, many or-
ganizations no longer keep a staff  list on their website. You can collect
that information with a phone call or site visit. Visiting the organization
often brings surprises. The spacious gallery spaces that caught your eye
on their website may appear much smaller in person. The current exhi-
bition may be much more exciting than you expected from the short de-
scription provided. You may bump into someone you know who
introduces you to the staff. You’ll have to schedule some significant time
for this activity, but I guarantee that it will be time well spent.

Site visits are a great opportunity to begin a connection with the
organization. If  the intern or staff  person at the front desk can’t an-
swer some of  your questions, he or she may ask the curator or direc-
tor to come to speak with you. Being curious about their organization
and asking a few questions that clarify their guidelines and program-
ming decisions shows your genuine interest in their space. A curator
or director will appreciate that you have done some basic research and
aren’t asking about information that’s already posted. You may pick
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up an inside tip or two about submitting work, or advance notice
about an upcoming exhibition she is organizing. Your questions may
lead her to suggest other venues, independent curators, or opportuni-
ties you should check out. You may be able to send her to a friend of
yours whose work is just right for a show they are organizing. During
this conversation, you don’t need to provide too much information
about yourself. Introducing yourself  with your first and last name and
a sentence or two about your work is plenty. Keep the conversation
friendly and to the point. Always follow up any conversations like this
with a brief  thank-you note, postcard, or email saying you appreciated
their time. It puts your name in front of  the director or curator again,
and if  your note or postcard has an image of  your recent work, all the
better.

Once you have determined a few places to contact, carefully review
their published guidelines, and follow the instructions. I can’t emphasize
this enough. More artists are rejected simply because they didn’t do
their research or follow directions. It is a common complaint among art
professionals. Don’t assume they will make an exception for you. Send
your images in the format they request. Most organizations will view
digital files, but some still want slides. Have your digital files converted
to slides if  that is what they need, or give them a call to see if  they will
look at digital printouts; don’t berate them for their backwardness.
Only send in as much information as they have requested, and format it
according to their specifications, following their file size and labeling
guidelines. Include work sample descriptions of  the images (at the min-
imum, title, date, materials, and year), artist statement, and résumé. If
you are proposing project-based work, include a description and a
budget (if  requested).

What if  the organization does not have guidelines for submitting
work? If  you wish to introduce your work to the director or curator,
then put together a package. The artist package is a promotional tool
that allows you to initiate contact, follow up with more information af-
ter an introduction, or keep already-established relationships informed
of  your latest body of  work or project. Return to the tools in chapter 2.
Their quality is crucial. The all-important first impression an art profes-
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sional has of  you is contained in your package. Before you send it out, re-
member to run it by an artist friend for feedback and corrections.

THE ARTIST PACKAGE

The contents of  an artist package are as follows and in order of  impor-
tance:

• cover letter
• work samples: three to four digital printouts (necessary) and

CD or DVD with more images (optional)
• work sample descriptions
• artist statement
• résumé
• business card
• one or two exhibition reviews, postcards of  past exhibitions,

catalogues (optional)

Slip these materials into an inexpensive two-pocket folder with your
name printed on the cover. Add a self-addressed, stamped envelope if
you wish your materials returned. Make sure your name and contact in-
formation are on every page of  the package, especially your work sam-
ples. Should they get separated from your package, they can be later
identified. Review the guidelines for formatting your work samples,
work sample descriptions, artist statement, and résumé (see chapter 2).

A cover letter should always be included in your package. It is a general
greeting that identifies why this material has been sent to the recipient
and provides a short overview of  what is included. It is seldom more
than one page long. You should always make an effort to address it to a
specific person rather than a generic “Dear Curator” or “Dear Gallery
Director.” Take a few extra minutes to call and get this information
along with the person’s exact title and spelling of  his or her name.

Your cover letter will reveal your personality through your choice of
words and tone. The first sentence states the letter’s purpose and sets a
professional and courteous tone. Think about why you are sending this
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package: Is it to introduce your work? Does it follow up on previous
correspondence or conversation? Are you writing at the suggestion of  a
third party? Get directly to the point. Do not begin with a long story about
a related topic or try to be artificially intimate or ingratiating. Demon-

strate you have done your homework and know some-
thing about the organization, person, or opportunity.

You can also include another paragraph containing
more detailed information about the enclosed body of
work, your short twenty-five-word artist statement, or
news of  something important that is currently happening
in your career, such as a grant, a commission, or an exhibi-
tion. Keep this information brief. A one-sentence sum-
mary of  your artist statement or a salient line from your
résumé is okay, but don’t repeat sentences or paragraphs
from your artist statement, project proposal, or large por-
tions of  your résumé.

A final paragraph includes language to motivate the
reader to take action, such as making an appointment to
review a portfolio, scheduling a studio visit, retaining in-
formation for future reference, or reviewing and returning

the materials. I usually say that I’ll contact them either by phone or by
email in a week’s time to follow up with any questions they may have.
And then I do it. Making those phone calls can be daunting, but if  you
say you will follow up, then you must go through with the action.

At the bottom of  each cover letter, list what enclosures are included
in the package. I’ll note on my copy exactly what images I’ve sent them,
so if  I follow up later, I know what they have seen.

Think of  your artist packet as a studio visit but without you there to
explain your work. This means that the information needs to be well-
organized and self-explanatory. Make sure your cover letter has a strong
opening sentence and is personalized and carefully proofread. The work
samples with descriptions and artist statement should provide enough
information to answer the reader’s initial questions about the work, like
the following: Are these video stills, installation documentation, or a se-
ries of  photographs? What has inspired this work? What are those weird
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I think one thing [cover letters should] say is
something specifically about [the gallery]. I’ve
sold many different types of  things in my life,
and when I would go into a sales meeting, I
would do my homework, so it sounded like I
knew everything about their company. I didn’t
know everything about their company—there’s
no way I could have—but I had enough tidbits
that that person thought, “Wow, she knows
what she’s talking about. I want to work with
her.” Same concept. You know—write me a
letter that says, “I really like this person’s art,”
or “I saw you here, and I really appreciated
_____.” You have to not only talk about
yourself. You have to talk about them.

—Julie Baker, president of Julie Baker Fine Art
and partner of Garson Baker Fine Art
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materials, and why are they being used? The work samples, descrip-
tions, and artist statement are always the most important elements of
your package. The rest of  your materials—résumé, reviews, cata-
logues—are of  lesser importance. They provide a quick scan to see
where you are, where you’ve been, and who has supported your efforts.

If  you have been showing your work for some time and
have collected reviews and critical essays about your
work, consider adding a page of  press quotes to your packet.
These are brief  excerpts of  writing about your work and
provide information you may not be able to say easily
about yourself, such as “Artist X’s sculptures project
tremendous power.” It is a device that has been used ad-
vantageously for years within the performing arts, liter-
ary, and film communities and can be just as useful for
visual artists. A list of  press quotes is similar to the adver-
tising that accompanies the release of  a movie or the
blurbs printed on a book jacket. Instead of  filling up your
package with pages of  reviews and articles no one will read, pull out the
best sentences and paragraphs about your work, and arrange them on
one page. If  there is a review of  a group show, include only the sen-
tences or paragraph that discusses your work. Select the most com-
pelling statement from the curator’s catalogue essay, instead of  the
whole thing. Always identify the publication and author of  the passage.
Never change the meaning of  the writing. If  you need to shorten a sen-
tence, use an ellipsis (. . .) to indicate words have been removed. Make
sure the excerpt accurately represents the tone of  the critic or curator.
Don’t remove words to change a negative review into a positive one,
such as editing “stupendous failure” to just “stupendous.” The quote
sheet is a useful tool in that it can provide a fresh interpretation of  your
work that expands on your own statement

Here is an example of  two press quotes about Santa Fe artist Susan
York:

[Susan York’s] striking body of  work and systematic methods—

influenced by the Constructivist and De Stijl movements as well as
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Typically, I sent out packages around the same
time that I was doing a show. It allowed the
dealer that I was contacting to see that I was
currently in a show. Something about the
currency of  that . . . seemed to make a
difference. It’s like anything, once you are in one
gallery it’s like dating: the most popular people
are the ones that have the most dates. When you
are wanted, everyone wants you.

—Joanne Mattera, artist
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ancient Greek premises of  geometry—adroitly provoke tensions

between space and form. . . . Ultimately, through witty and poetic

compromises, York’s works negotiate a delicate balance between

the conceptual and the material, between control and impulse, be-

tween order and chaos.—Sarah S. King, Art in America

Although repetitive labor is the subtext of  York’s installations, its

residue can only be sensed as a consequence of  slight visual un-

evenness and other related imperfections. She describes the way

she applied graphite to the walls of  her room-scaled pieces as fol-

lows: “Repetition and labor are my benchmarks. I am transfixed by

the constant circling of  my hand across the graphite and the grad-

ual silvering of  the surface as my hand rubs across it again and

again, hour after hour.”—Kathleen Whitney, Sculpture magazine

Don’t allow other artists into your package. This is one place where
you don’t need to be generous. This package is all about you. Do not in-
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SUSAN YORK
3 columns, 2008
14’ 10” x 10” x 10” x 9 5/8”
corner columns: 
6’ 10” x 10” x 10” x 9 5/8”
Lannan Foundation
Photograph by Jayme Stillings
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clude group show exhibition announcements, catalogues, and reviews.
This information is listed on your résumé, and any great quotes from
critics and curators are on your press quotes sheet. You want the
viewer’s attention to be focused only on you and your work, not dis-
tracted by images and writing about other artists.

If  you are making your contact through email, the
same rules apply. Like a cover letter, the email should in-
clude a short, one-paragraph artist statement, and the
first sentence of  the email should state its purpose. You
should attach no more than four low-resolution work
samples. Incorporate the work sample description as text
below the image, so the viewer can see both at once. In-
clude the link to your website, MySpace page, or entry in
an artist’s registry, so the recipient can click on it if  he or
she wishes to see more work. Always offer to set up a stu-
dio visit, schedule an appointment, or drop off  a portfolio
at the recipient’s convenience.

CONNECT THE DOTS

You should always be on the lookout for opportunities to connect your
work with a receptive audience, whether it is just a single art profes-
sional or a thousand visitors to your exhibition. Make sure you are chal-
lenging yourself  to move up to more competitive opportunities. I have
watched artists get stuck in exhibition ruts. They have found success
getting into juried shows or working with grassroots exhibition spaces.
Instead of  expanding their research and promotion to seek out new ven-
ues, they continue working in similar arenas because they feel safe and
comfortable. Their résumé lengthens, but they aren’t challenging them-
selves or their work to move into higher levels of  opportunity.

No matter what stage of  your career you are in, keep track of  the
nonprofit opportunities available to you. Get on their contact list, and
put them on yours. Attend openings, and introduce yourself  to the staff
whenever possible. Art professionals of  all kinds make regular visits to
these sites, view their new exhibitions, and share information about
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How do you know you are ready? It is part of
the reason that there are artists that go from
local to regional, to the nearest big city and
work their way out. What I tell artists when I
work with them is: think of  it like [when] you
throw a pebble into the pond and those ripples
go out from the center. The artist is the center,
obviously, and those ripples are the forays that
we make out into the art world. And obviously
the pond is the art world itself. So, in the process
of  rippling outward, we learn how to do all the
things that we need to do.

—Joanne Mattera, artist

I think nonprofit alternative
art spaces are incredibly
important. Gallerists and
dealers go to nonprofits to see
what’s next.

—Camilo Alvarez, owner,
director, curator, preparator of

Samson Projects
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artists. Turn these organizations from gatekeepers into partners to help
you move forward with your career.

Resources
Art in America: Annual Guide to Galleries, Museums, Artists.

• Published annually each August, this is a comprehensive listing of  muse-
ums, galleries, university galleries, nonprofit exhibition spaces, corporate
consultants, private dealers, and print dealers throughout the United
States.

Smith, Anna Deavere. Letters to a Young Artist: Straight-up Advice on Making a Life
in the Arts: For Actors, Performers, Writers, and Artists of  Every Kind. New
York: Anchor Books, 2006. 

• This book is a series of  letters to an imaginary young artist “into painting.”
There are nuggets of  wisdom for artists of  all ages.
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chapter 5

How to Build Long-Term 
Professional Relationships

This chapter discusses commercial venues—galleries, private deal-
ers, corporate consultants, and the more exclusive nonprofit ven-
ues, museums, and public commissioning agencies. It will offer
advice on how to be a good partner with your venues and show
you how to build long-term relationships. It provides exercises that
will strengthen your ability to make and manage your contacts.

When you are just beginning your career, it is difficult to visualize the
intricate relationships that will develop between the people you know
and the ones you will meet in the future. As you move on with your
professional life, it is even harder to imagine how to use these connec-
tions to your benefit. You must begin to envision the artist in the studio
next to yours, the art history friend from grad school, or the young man
perched behind the gallery desk as a potential ally. Just like you, art pro-
fessionals—artists, gallery directors, curators, critics—get their start
somewhere small, gain experience, and use their contacts to promote
themselves and move up to more powerful positions. Each has the po-
tential to take you with them, and that is why they are your connection
to new opportunities.

Throughout your career, it is to your advantage to develop and main-
tain relationships with all levels of  the art community—from the recep-
tionist on up to the director, from the art historian including your work
in her first exhibition, to the senior curator at the museum. The art
world is an extremely fluid society. Art professionals change positions all
the time, moving between commercial galleries, museums, alternative
spaces, and editorial jobs. The failed gallerist may find redemption as an
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Put your best foot forward.
First impressions count, and
follow-up is important. This
could be the beginning of  a
long relationship.
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innovative director of  a nonprofit; the Renaissance art history major
may develop into an enthusiastic curator of  new media. Many artists
discover in the first decade out of  school that they have more passion
for curating, writing, or selling art than they had for making it. It’s quite
possible that your best friend from drawing class may show up years
later as the director of  a contemporary art museum. A good example of
this is the career of  Olga Viso, director of  the Walker Art Center in Min-
neapolis. Viso graduated from Rollins College in Florida as a studio art
major. Her first job wasn’t in the arts but in marketing for real estate de-
velopers. Later, while doing graduate work in art history at Emory Uni-
versity, she volunteered at the High Museum in Atlanta, which turned
into an internship, then a job at the registrar’s office, followed by an
administrative position in the director’s office, and then finally curator-
ial assistant. She moved to Washington, DC, for a job as curator at the
Hirshhorn Museum. After seven years in curatorial, Viso became
deputy director and then finally director of  the museum. Now she is di-
rector of  the Walker Art Center (see ARTnews, December 2007). Viso’s
story illustrates how the art student intern assisting with your installa-
tion today may someday be a curator, gallerist, or critic. As he estab-
lishes his career, your connection to him will continue. Most ambitious
art professionals begin their careers at entry-level positions in the art
world and gradually achieve positions of  power.

For the last two chapters we have been exploring different ways you
can develop more support for your work. Chapter 3 explored self-gen-
erated opportunities, and chapter 4 discussed those organizations
most welcoming to artists, the nonprofits. Before we look further into
leveraging your relationships to help promote your work, the next sec-
tion explores another area of  the art world, commercial venues and the
more exclusive nonprofits. They are a mixed bag: these organizations
often require that you have achieved a higher level of  achievement be-
fore they work with you. Once I have outlined the opportunities in
this area, the final section of  this chapter returns to relationship build-
ing and solidifying the partnerships you create as you navigate the art
community.
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Commercial Venues
Commercial art organizations are businesses created and run to make a
profit for their owner(s). Just like any other business, they need to make
enough money to pay their expenses in order to keep their doors open.
Their need to make a profit is a significant factor in their decision mak-
ing. However, owners, directors, and staff  of  commercial art organiza-
tions are also deeply committed to the art they sell and the artists they
represent.

ART GALLERIES

An art gallery is a business engaged in the sale of  art through representa-
tion of  a select number of  artists, generally twelve to thirty-six. The
represented artists, often referred to as the gallery’s “stable,” are pro-
vided regular exhibitions, and a selection of  their work is available on
site. Galleries make their income from sales commissions, which are
generally 50 percent of  the works’ selling price. They are responsible for
providing most or all of  the costs of  mounting an exhibition: shipping,
installing, insuring, publicizing, creating an exhibition announcement,
and holding an opening party. They may also partially fund production
costs. This is especially true for one-of-a-kind installations or the cre-
ation of  an edition of  photographs.

Your relationship with a gallery ranges from the length of  an exhibi-
tion to multiple shows over many years to a lifelong partnership. Some
galleries have represented me for over a decade, and I have worked with
others for only one show. Gallery representation is a long-term relation-
ship with an organization committed to promoting your work to collec-
tors, critics, curators, and other art professionals. This continuing
partnership is the advantage of  working with a commercial gallery.

A gallerist is the owner of  a commercial gallery with an ongoing com-
mitment to a small group of  select artists. The term has come into us-
age in the last few years to distinguish an art professional dedicated to
building an artist’s career as opposed to an art dealer, who simply sells
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And let’s be blunt, an art
gallery is a retail business. We
can pretend it’s something else
and that art is not a product,
but it is.
—Julie Baker, president of Julie

Baker Fine Art and partner of
Garson Baker Fine Art
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an artist’s work. You will find the terms “gallerist” and “art dealer” are
still often used interchangeably.

Gallery representation means that you have a place to show your
work regularly, usually a solo show every two to three years, depending
on your productivity. The gallery will have an inventory of  your work
between shows, to promote and sell it. They may also showcase your
work at art fairs (see page 133) and help place your work in exhibitions

elsewhere. There are many forms of  gallery representa-
tion; the most common is a commitment to an exclusive
relationship within a geographic territory. Anyone in that
community wanting access to your work would go
through the gallery.

A good gallerist will be your sounding board. She dis-
cusses your work as it evolves, helps you evaluate and se-
lect other opportunities, protects you from bad choices,
and is a buffer between you and the rest of  the world. She
works hard to build your career, placing your work in pri-
vate and public collections and in time creating a demand
and higher prices.

Most of  my gallery relationships are long distance, but
even though I’m not able to attend all the openings or
have frequent studio visits, there are many ways I feel con-
nected to them. I know how they like to do business—
who calls me right after a sale and who likes to wait until
he or she has received full payment before telling me the
details. Even though they are located hundreds of  miles
away, I feel that I can pick up the phone and have a long
talk with any of  the staff  about what I’m doing in the stu-
dio, or the jpeg I’ve sent of  a work in progress. They carry
my history, and our conversations expand to news of  our
families, what’s happening in the world, and our respec-

tive art communities. Although I’m not able to drop in and visit when-
ever I want, I feel connected to the other artists in the gallery and to the
galleries’ business health and well-being, and they to mine. I remember
the elated call I got from my Seattle art dealer when she sold one of  my
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A gallerist takes care of  the artist. There’s a
long-term relationship involved. A dealer will
not care where or to what collection a work
goes, but a gallerist definitely cares. A gallerist
will follow up with a collector every time the
artist has a show, and a collector gets that. For
a dealer, it’s a one shot deal maybe, and then
that’s it. A gallerist will send a collector the
artist’s bio, whereas a dealer sends them an
invoice.

—Camilo Alvarez, Samson Projects

A dealer is dealing with canvases, objects,
videos, or whatever the case may be. A gallerist
is dealing with a career. A gallerist is concerned
with not just selling the work but contacting the
right people and getting these artists’ names in
the press.

—Cristin Tierney, Art Advisor
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paintings a few days after 9/11. My family had to leave our home near
Ground Zero to stay with friends in midtown Manhattan. In the midst
of  those terrible weeks, she was especially thrilled to be able to bring
me some good news.

The gallerist expects a level of  exclusivity with the artists they repre-
sent. They often want to control access to your work within a specific
area—a town, city, region, country, or the world. When you are just
starting out, most galleries will “try out” your work on
their audience in group and solo shows before making a
longer commitment. They want to be sure you are a good
fit with the other artists and want to see how your ideas
are developing. Should an agreement for representation
be forthcoming, you need to consider it carefully and ne-
gotiate your options and responsibilities. This is true for
any contract and especially before agreeing to worldwide
or nationwide exclusive representation. It is a complicated
decision that should not be made at the onset of  your rela-
tionship with the gallery. Allow the details of  your rela-
tionship to develop over time.

Many artists judge success solely by getting gallery rep-
resentation. A long-term partnership with a gallerist can
validate your career to the outside world. You should al-
ways make sure, however, that you are working with
someone with whom you feel a connection. It’s a longer
commitment, unlike working with a nonprofit, where a
bad situation or a difficult staff  person is annoying only
for the life of  the show. You need to be discerning when committing
yourself  to work with a gallery. The following are some questions you
should ask yourself  as you begin your association with them. Do you
like the gallery’s program? Do you share similar values and goals? Are
you comfortable with the relationship? Do you like the way they repre-
sent your work to others? Are they open to listening to your concerns
and needs? Be honest with yourself; your answers to these questions are
important. Many artists jump at any offer of  representation just to feel
supported and legitimized, only later to agonize over the relationship
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I use what they do for me as an opportunity to
learn about how the commercial world works,
but they are privy to my thinking from the
beginnings of  a project. So, I don’t just hand
them an object at the end. I make sure that they
have followed my creative process from the
beginning. By the time they get the object, they
understand it on all levels.

—Janine Antoni, Artist

[Artists] are my clients. I have to take care of
them. I can’t do it without them. I don’t make
art. So I wear two different hats. I have a hat
that is managing artists and the other that is
managing the collectors. My job is to bridge the
two.

—Julie Baker, president of Julie Baker Fine Art
and partner of Garson Baker Fine Art
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when it proves difficult and unrewarding. Accepting an offer to join a
gallery is a big step. Representation does not mean all your worries are
solved and you can hand off  all the business aspects of  your career to
someone else. You still need to be in the driver’s seat. What you have
gained is a skilled copilot.

I can’t predict what your relationship with your gallery will be like.
Besides expecting that gallery representation will solve your career chal-
lenges, another mistake artists make is to misunderstand the complex
interactions that will arise among themselves, their gallery, and other
art professionals. Artists often enter into sales and exhibition agree-
ments without considering if  it is in the best interests of  their gallery
partnership. What may seem like an innocent mistake can have far-
reaching consequences. I often get S.O.S. calls from artists confused
about these gray areas of  the commercial art world. Here are a few
guidelines to get you started.

Even if  you aren’t officially represented by a gallery, but they have ex-
hibited your work, you need to respect the fact that their promotional
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Each gallery has a vision and a
way they think things should
operate. It’s really about
finding two visions that
somewhat align.

—Janine Antoni, artist

JANINE ANTONI
Lick & Lather, 1993

Two self-portrait busts: one
chocolate and one soap + 1 full

set of 14 busts, seven of each
material

24 x 16 x 13 inches (60.96 x
40.64 x 33.02 cm)

Courtesy of the artist 
and Luhring Augustine Gallery,

New York
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efforts have introduced it to a wider audience. They
should have the opportunity to follow through with any
potential sales, not just when the show is hung, but for a
period of  time afterwards—at least six months. Many gal-
leries will ask to keep your work in their back room dur-
ing that time. Few art sales are made on impulse.
Collectors may consider a purchase long after the show is
over. Besides, it gives the gallery a chance to continue
thinking about your work and showing it to those who
missed the exhibition. If  you are represented by the
gallery, make sure to clarify whom you can work with di-
rectly, what they consider their territory, and how studio
sales should be handled. It’s not unusual for collectors or
art dealers to approach an artist directly, hoping to buy
work without the galleries’ commission. At my last exhi-
bition opening, an art consultant handed me her business
card and said she was interested in my work. I thanked her and said I
would add her to my mailing list, but made it clear that any work she
wanted would need to be purchased directly from the gallery. You too
need to be wary of  such offers. They may seem like quick and easy
money for you, but nothing ruptures the artist-gallerist partnership
faster than going around the gallery. 

Every gallery has their notion of  what encompasses their territory,
and you won’t know what it is until you discuss it with them. During
this conversation you have the opportunity to bring up any prior rela-
tionships you have with art professionals that you want to maintain on
your own. It is surprising how small and insular the art world is. If  word
of  your dealings with someone else other than your gallery comes out,
you will have damaged an important relationship. Here’s a good rule of
thumb when navigating this gray area: keep everything out in the open,
and ask yourself, “Is this sale or exhibition one I can discuss with my
dealer?” If  the answer is yes, then you’re on solid ground and aren’t dis-
respecting the partnership.

Introducing your work to a gallery can feel like an extended
courtship. The director of  a gallery wants to find or discover artists on
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The one thing I realized as an artist is that art
dealers are just people like everyone else. Some
of  them are really doing a good job, some are
doing a mediocre job, and some of  them are very
approachable and great businesspeople. Others
are very aloof  and secretive. . . . [My husband]
Ben and I always talk about the gallery
relationship with artists being like a marriage,
and it’s got to be an equal relationship. It’s got
to be one where you feel like you are going into
business with a partner where you are on the
same page and interested in what they’re doing.
Not every gallery is the right fit for an
artist. . . . Sometimes artists just want to show
anywhere, and they don’t even think about
what the long-term consequences might be.

—Jaq Chartier, artist and 
cofounder of Aqua Art Miami
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her own schedule. She alone carries a singular vision of  what she is
looking for in her gallery’s program. That’s why her response to how
she knows she wants to show an artist’s work is: “I just know it when I
see it.” I understand your frustration at that vague response, but it’s the

truth. Gallerists are always looking for a good match for
their programs to keep them fresh and exciting. They
don’t want to plow through piles of  unsolicited packages
or extensive email submissions, even if  the submitting
artists think they are a perfect fit. This is where your as-
sertiveness comes in handy. Attending gallery functions
and developing a cordial relationship are a better ap-
proach. Continue to exhibit at other venues whenever
possible. Art dealers gather information by visiting other
shows, doing research, and talking with curators, critics,
and artists. This means that your visibility in the art com-
munity and your relationships with a variety of  art profes-
sionals are crucial. A studio visit with an independent
curator could lead to gallery representation. Allow art
dealers to become aware of  you by including them on
your contact list and attending their events. Don’t forget
to develop relationships with all levels of  gallery staff. The
young man sitting at the desk could be your future fabu-
lous gallerist.

The fact that commercial galleries work year after year
with the same group of  artists means they are some of  the
hardest venues to access. An established gallery will add
one or two artists to those they represent every few years,
generally choosing ones whose work they have been fol-
lowing for some time or artists recommended to them by
art professionals. They may do group exhibitions of  other

artists to shape their program and to audition new ones.
When looking for opportunities in this area, keep track of  commer-

cial galleries just starting out. Many gallerists get their start working for
other art dealers. As they learn the business, meet collectors, and de-
velop financing, they make plans to open their own space. Mary Boone
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[My relationship with my galleries] is very
good. I’m working with three galleries right
now, and they all bring very different things to
the table. Some of  them have more access to very
large art fairs, other ones are very gifted
salespeople, some are better at press
relationships, but the important thing is that
they all believe in and support the work.
They’re very individual relationships—both on
a personal and a business level. I’m enjoying
working with all of  them. For a long time, I
didn’t have a gallery. I went through three
galleries in rapid succession, two of  which
disappeared on me, and then it took a couple of
years before I found someone I wanted to work
with again.

—Ellen Harvey, Artist

There’s no way I could just pick somebody off
the street, or someone that I’ve seen in a
newspaper article and say I want to represent
this person, because it takes time to build a
confidence, to know the breadth of  work, to
know that you can talk about this work, and
know somebody that wants to live with this
work. You know where the work should be seen
and who needs to see it.

—Camilo Alvarez, owner, director, curator, and
preparator of Samson Projects
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once sat at the front desk at Bykert Gallery, an influential New York
gallery run by Klaus Kertess in the late ’60s and early ’70s. When a
gallery is brand new, they are developing their program and haven’t so-
lidified their relationships with a group of  artists. This is the period of
time when they are most approachable. Some even post
on their websites guidelines for submitting work.

Beware of  vanity galleries. These are spaces that charge
the artist for all the costs of  mounting an exhibition. The
fees are often calculated by the linear feet of  wall or floor
space given to your work. Funded by artists desperate to
have their work shown, these galleries make little to no ef-
fort to sell the art or build the artists’ career. They have al-
ready made their money before the show has opened. The
quality of  art shown is uneven, since their main criterion
for selection is the artist’s ability to pay. They advertise in
the back of  national art magazines with the message
“Chelsea Gallery seeks new artists” or some other hot art
spot, preying upon artists trying to get a toe hold in New
York. Don’t support these vultures. It is like throwing
your money away. They are not career builders. Reputable
galleries do not charge the artist for shows. Your art will
be better served if  you spend your time and money look-
ing elsewhere. 

PRIVATE DEALERS 

These art dealers buy and sell art without maintaining an
exhibition space. They work by appointment from a suite
of  offices or their home or bring collectors directly to your
studio. Many private dealers are also certified to provide
fine art appraisals, insurance, and estate evaluations of  fine
art collections. They may specialize in one area, such as
the resale of  contemporary masterworks (also referred to
as Blue Chip), Latin American artists, or twentieth-century works on pa-
per, while others may be interested in emerging artists. Sometimes an art
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Finding an artist is as nuanced as meeting
anyone that you meet in your life. . . . If
someone who knows us mutually introduces us,
I am much more likely to look at your
portfolio. . . . I don’t look at packages that come
to me unsolicited. I need some sort of
introduction. . . . I am much more likely to visit
with someone that says they are coming to
Dallas, they have sent me their information,
and they know that I am incredibly busy, but
would like me to take fifteen minutes to talk to
them. . . . Sometimes, I will take on an artist
that comes to me, but honestly most of  the time
we go out and find them. . . . But what does
turn me on is follow-up.

—Cris Worley, director of PanAmerican
ArtProjects, Dallas

So do your homework; find the gallery that’s
the right fit. I would say develop a relationship
if  you can. [Artists are] selling themselves to try
and get someone who wants to represent them.
Sales are based on relationships. So go to the
opening. Hang out at the gallery that you like
the most. Get to know the people that are part
of  it, so that when you finally do get into that
conversation, they already like you and respect
you.

—Julie Baker, president of Julie Baker Fine Art
and partner of Garson Baker Fine Art
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dealer will begin working privately to build up a collector base of  sup-
port before opening a public gallery.

With a private dealer, your work can be sold into a col-
lection without ever being publicly exhibited. Not every
piece of  art you make needs to be shown, but you should
consider how you feel about this before turning work over
in these situations. There may be certain pieces that you
hold in reserve for the opportunity to exhibit before you
offer them to a private dealer for sale. It is also important
that you get accurate information for your records about
where the sold work has gone in case you ever wish to
borrow it later for exhibition. My first painting sales were
through a private dealer. She placed my work in collec-
tions in New York and Europe and, because her business
overhead was low, immediately paid me for any sales.
Working with her was a pleasure, and the experience was
an auspicious beginning that helped assure me there were
collectors eager to have my art.

ART ADVISORS

Art advisors provide professional guidance to art collec-
tors on the acquisition, installations, and maintenance of
works of  art. They are often paid monthly retainers by
collectors, and their allegiance is to their clients, not the
artist. With collectors’ interests in mind, they stay current
with artists and exhibitions worldwide. An advisor han-

dles all the administrative details of  acquiring work for a collector: ne-
gotiating the sale; preparing the proper paperwork; arranging for
insurance, framing, shipping, delivery, and installation; and finally cata-
loguing it into the collection. Their clients will have a wide range of
tastes, so art advisors must have an extensive knowledge of  art history
and the current art market. They follow the art auctions and often bid
on behalf  of  their clients. They are less likely to buy directly from an
artist, preferring to work with galleries they trust. Remember, art advi-
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You’re mindful of  the idea that these people
[collectors] have certain tastes, certain
philosophical ideas, or particular attitudes
about the world around them. That comes out
in the art that they buy and collect. So, it’s
partly our role to identify that or to discover
these things. For example, a client who is really
partial to text-based conceptual art is a PhD in
genetics and a scientist by training. This client’s
professional identity informs his interest in art,
and thus conceptual or pseudoscientific art is
exactly the right kind of  work to seek out on
behalf  of  this particular collector.

We also want to make sure that the collector
is buying artwork that has a sort of  “good
housekeeping seal of  approval.” That the artist
or the gallery isn’t going to disappear next year.
It is our job to understand not just [the artist’s]
commercial success, but his or her critical and
institutional success. . . . The work should be
strong, have meaning, and be connected to
essential issues in the art theatre today. I’m also
interested in the reputation of  the gallery that
represents that artist. Is the artist also
represented overseas and by whom? Those
things really matter.

—Cristin Tierney, art advisor
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sors are charged with building art collections for their clients. They are
most interested in artists whose art will retain value over time and who
have attracted serious support for their work.

ART FAIRS

An art fair is a gathering of  art dealers who temporarily set up shop by
renting booths in a large public arena, often a convention center in a
large city. Art fairs are like huge temporary shopping malls
of  art. Visitors can check out galleries, private dealers,
print dealers, and independent curators from all over the
world. For a long weekend they converge on a city such as
Miami, New York, Chicago, London, or Basel and set up
mini exhibitions in their booths. Art collectors, critics, cu-
rators, art advisors, artists, and the curious fly in from
everywhere to check out the art scene, buy art, meet with
colleagues, and party. By competing for and securing space
in art fairs taking place all over the world, art dealers can
promote themselves and their artists to a much wider audi-
ence than their home base. Some art fairs are organized
around specific groups, such as young art dealers (NADA,
Pulse) or members of  the Art Dealers Association (Ar-
mory Show, NYC). They can be structured around a con-
cept such as the Affordable Art Fair (AAF), with art priced under $10,000.
Others are media specific, exhibiting only fine art prints, works on paper,
or functional art like the International Expositions of  Sculptural Objects
and Functional Art (SOFA). Many of  the smaller fairs are held at hotels.
The organizers reserve several floors of  a hotel and offer their exhibitors
a room for their exhibit rather than a booth in a large convention center.

Art fairs have been a feature of  the art world for over thirty years, but
recently their number and importance in the art world have exploded.
They are a huge social market and the way many galleries earn a signifi-
cant percentage of  their annual income. For the art dealer, art fairs are
expensive, competitive, high-pressure situations with the potential to
enhance their reputation and sales capacity. Their focus is on selling the
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As an artist, an art fair was one very great way
to see a whole bunch of  art galleries in a real big
quick swoop and figure out if  there was
anybody I was interested in approaching. . . .
Don’t try to talk to the dealers about your work
[at art fairs]. . . . You are looking at the artwork
to get inspired. What are you seeing that you
find exciting, that makes you want to go back
into your own studio and make work? Not
because you are trying to copy it, but because
you find it reinvigorating. Sometimes an art fair
can be depressing. You go, and you find the
commercialized aspect of  the art world
heightened.

—Jaq Chartier, artist and 
cofounder of Aqua Art Miami
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art and promoting the artists they represent, renewing old contacts, and
meeting new collectors.

Like Jaq Chartier, I go to art fairs to browse, research, network, and
size up an array of  venues. I especially like to see international art deal-
ers and those from other parts of  the United States. Strolling through

Art Basel/Miami Beach, one of  the largest and most in-
tense fairs, drives home the point that there is an incredi-
ble variety of  artistic practices. My mind spins with new
ideas for my own work—make it smaller, bigger, weirder,
playful, formal; fill it up; pare it down—the possibilities
are endless. However, just like after eating too many
sweets, my initial excitement usually turns to queasiness
by the time I’ve reached the end of  the labyrinthine maze
of  art booths. By then, the unrelenting commerce makes
the art seem beside the point. I’ve learned to stop and take
a break before I get oversaturated.
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JAQ CHARTIER
Infusion w/Magenta & Red,

2008
Acrylic, stains, and paint 

on wood panel
20 x 24 inches

When you take a client to an art fair, they’ve
bought a plane ticket; they’ve got a hotel
reservation; there’s a commitment that “I’m
going, and my whole focus is going to be looking
at contemporary art.” They are in “buy mode.”
Art fairs are terrible places to see art, but [they
are] the best way to get an unfiltered view of
what’s going on and what’s new.

—Cristin Tierney, art advisor
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Art fairs are currently an important vehicle of  promo-
tion and business for the art world, so you shouldn’t ig-
nore them. Even if  they aren’t always comfortable places
for the individual artist, they are potential networking are-
nas and great places for you to ingest a lot of  new infor-
mation. You can practice talking with a variety of  art
professionals, not about your work, but about what they
are showing. You can see fresh ideas, materials, and tech-
niques that may carry over to your practice. Figure out
your best approach to the fairs. Team up with a buddy
who is better at starting conversations with strangers,
make plans to hook up with out of  town friends, or plow
through on your own.

ART CONSULTANTS

These are also referred to as corporate art consultants.
These are art professionals who assemble collections for the
interior and exterior office spaces for a wide range of  com-
mercial and nonprofit businesses: huge Fortune 500 corporations, hospi-
tals and health care facilities, legal offices, and financial service
institutions. Like art advisors, they represent the corporations’ interests
and not those of  individual artists. They are art-world generalists. As each
job has different requirements, they need—at their fingertips or on their
computer screen—a wide variety of  art to offer their clients. The corpora-
tion may wish to have a collection of  landscapes by local artists, minimal-
ist abstract art, vintage photography, or images of  some product related
to their company. Often the final selection of  the art is up to a committee
assembled by the corporation. That means your work needs to please a
number of  people, not just one collector. Art consultants purchase work
from galleries, nonprofit spaces, print publishers, and poster distributors,
as well as directly from the artist. They make their money from sales com-
missions, which are generally between 10 and 20 percent when working
with a gallery and 35 to 50 percent when dealing directly with individual
artists. It’s not unusual for corporate art consultants to establish good
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Part of  the reason we bring students to Art
Basel Miami Beach is not only so they can
experience the art world, but also so they can
begin to place their own art-making process
within the creative context of  the world. They
come, respond, and look at the work. They are
certainly wowed and overwhelmed by much of
the work, but they begin looking with a critical
eye and understand that the work they are
making is just as important and just as well
made. That’s an important part for them to
discover: they do have a place in the greater
realm of  the art world, even though they come
from Wyoming. In fact, one of  the students that
we brought last year has come back this year
entirely on his own, recognizing that it’s good
for him to be here to mix and mingle and to help
inspire him to go back to his studio in Wyoming
and continue to create the work that he does.

—Wendy Bredehoft, artist and education
curator, University of Wyoming Art Museum
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connections to individual private collectors through these jobs and place
the artists’ work there as well.

In my experience, many art consultants are just as passionate about
art and their artists as any gallerist, curator, or dealer. While some get
so many requests for “something to go over the sofa” that their views
resemble that of  interior decorators, most are seriously interested in
helping their clients upgrade their collections. Art consultants work
hard to educate non–art-savvy buyers to expand their tastes and aesthet-
ics. While these sales may not be your biggest career builder, they can
be a valuable source of  income.

Art consultants are very easy to approach. Most of  them have web-
sites describing their services and completed projects. They also include
guidelines on what information artists can send them to be included in
their future presentations.

Museums and Permanent Public Art Projects
Museums house permanent collections of  work by dead and living
artists that are acquired, conserved, researched, and publicly exhibited.
The professionally trained curatorial staff  organizes exhibitions from
their permanent collection and borrowed work. These exhibitions high-
light specific artists and art movements, and address some aspect of  the
museum’s mission.

To most of  us, museums are the imposing granite edifices with hun-
dreds of  employees, international reputations, and noteworthy collec-
tions. But museums are also modest venues staffed by one harried
person and the collection of  one eccentric individual. Some museums
are regionally centered institutions that focus on artists from that local-
ity. Then there are ones with a specific topic or medium, such as the
Museum of  American Folk Art, the Museum of  Glass, or the intriguing
Museum of  Sex.

Museums welcome artist visitors but tend to be more exclusive when
considering them for exhibition. Most position themselves to be the pin-
nacle of  exhibition opportunity and art world authority, signifying an
important level of  achievement for the artists they support. Many will
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only consider contemporary artists with a significant track record of
critical attention and career stature.

Don’t automatically cross all museum venues off  your list. Yes, the
biggest are waiting for you to become famous before offering you a ret-
rospective, but opportunities in thematic group shows, project spaces,
and print, photo, and new media galleries may be more readily avail-
able. Across the country there are plenty of  smaller museums that are
more receptive than the few large ones that dominate the art world. Re-
gional and local museums are often more responsive to up-and-coming
artists in their area. A good example is the nine small art museums that
circle the New York tristate area: the Bronx Museum of  the Arts, the
Queens Museum of  Art, Hudson River Museum, Katonah Museum,
Nassau County Museum, the Jersey City Museum, the Newark Mu-
seum, Montclair Art Museum, and the Aldrich in Connecticut. They
regularly show emerging and mid-career artists in both group and solo
exhibitions.

Take time to explore opportunities at the smaller museums in your
area. Just like you did with the other nonprofits, research their missions
and exhibition histories. Find out if  there are any guidelines for submit-
ting your work for projects or regional survey exhibitions. Include the
staff  on your contact list so they can be informed of  what’s happening
with your career. They want to know about the artists and cultural
events in their region, even if  they don’t have much space for them in
their programming. They may be able to assist your career in many
other ways, so attend their events, and invite them to yours. Museum
professionals are often asked to serve on grants and awards panels and
to nominate artists from their region for other opportunities. They will
suggest to visiting curators and critics which local artists’ studios and ex-
hibition spaces to see. You want to be on their radar when these oppor-
tunities arise.

PUBLIC ART COMMISSIONING AGENCIES

These are federal, state, and city agencies and nonprofit organizations
that commission and/or buy art for public spaces. Many operate under
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“percent for art” guidelines, which are municipal ordi-
nances that require a percentage of  a construction budget
be used for the commission and acquisition of  art. A
plethora of  opportunities exist here, including site-specific
temporary or permanent art in airports, landfills, outdoor
plazas, municipal buildings, public schools, parks, and
mass transit. Many programs also purchase paintings,
sculpture, works on paper, and prints to install in the re-
ception rooms of  public hospitals and government offices.
Some artists operate almost solely in the public art field
arena, but most combine it with their regular art practice.

If  you’re interested in exploring how your ideas might
fit in with permanent public art projects, a good way to
start doing your research is by joining the Public Art Net-
work, a program of  the arts advocacy group Americans
for the Arts. They have a public art database of  national
resources for organizations and individual artists with di-
rectories, guides, and planning tools. They also publish A
Year in Review, which is a curated selection of  the best
public projects of  the past year. The most recent editions
are only available by purchasing a CD, but their website
(www.artsusa.org) provides free viewer access to selec-
tions from earlier years. It is worth your time to look at
this collection of  public works and check out the incredi-
ble variety of  ideas, materials, and approaches. It will
quickly expand your notion about what’s possible.

Public art projects require certain skills from the artist
not necessary to a private studio practice. The nature of
public art requires a collaborative process, with the com-
missioning agency, the community, and other disciplines
(architects, engineers, designers, fabricators), so many de-

cisions won’t be yours alone. You need to be comfortable working as a
team player and have good communication skills. Most public art proj-
ects take three to five years to execute, so they also require the ability to
manage long-term construction and a project budget.
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I think that a lot of  public art is problem-
solving. More and more, percent commissions
are asking for artists to look at a space, look at
a situation, and come up with an idea. So
rather than just “we’re looking for a sculpture
in front of  this building, and you either have a
sculpture that’s the right size or want to do a
sculpture,” it’s “we have an airport; we want to
move people from one place to another; we want
an artist to think about this.” So there’s a
problem-solving element to conceptualizing your
idea that I think is very interesting to a lot of
artists. And then once you get the commission
there’s also a huge problem-solving aspect to
figuring out how to do it and how you’re going
to take this idea from a proposal to a completed,
finished work of  art.

It’s important that artists really look at what
the project is when they put their submission
together. If  there’s anything in your repertoire,
even if  it’s something that you did ten years
ago, that somehow has some kind of  connection
to this project, it might be appropriate to submit
it here. Public art isn’t necessarily so interested
in the things you did last year. I’ve just seen so
many times where one image will just trigger
some kind of  connection. Sometimes there’s just
one image that’s like, “Oh my God. There’s
something about this, and we can see how this
would work.” So trying to get a sense of  the
variety and the breadth of  your work is
important in a public art submission.

—Jennifer McGregor, director of arts and
senior curator, Wave Hill, and former director,

NYC Percent for Art Program
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Sculptor Jean Shin is best known for her labor-intensive process of
transforming exhaustive accumulations of  cast-off  objects such as do-
nated clothing, losing lottery cards, emptied prescription bottles, and
broken umbrellas into visually alluring, conceptually rich works. Dress
Code is a good example of  how Jean transformed concepts from her
temporary site-specific installations into a successful permanent proj-
ect. She describes the commission as follows:

When making my first public art commissions, it was absolutely

crucial to maintain the integrity of  my temporary public art works

in the process of  translating them into permanent forms. The ac-

cumulation of  everyday materials from specific communities is at

the root of  much of  my work, and so I typically involve the com-

missioning agent in this process. In the case of  the U.S. General

Services Administration project, the Art in Architecture coordina-

tor facilitated my collaborations with other federal agencies, in-

cluding the Veterans Administration and U.S. Citizenship and

Immigration Services. With these exclusive resources, I was able to

work with communities that I would otherwise not have had access

to. Although the use of  such nontraditional materials as donated

clothing initially presented challenges and concerns for a permanent

commission, I worked in consultation with a textile conservator
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JEAN SHIN
Dress Code, 2008

Cut fabric (military uniforms
and citizens’ clothes)

Beva adhesive on eighteen
painted aluminum composite

panels
Overall: 14.25 ft x 58.5 ft

Installation in the lobby of the
George H. Fallon Federal

Building, Baltimore, Maryland
Commissioned for the U.S.

government by the General
Services Administration Art in

Architecture Program
Photograph by Seong Kwon

Dress Code is made up of the
deconstructed military

uniforms of veterans and
recently naturalized citizens’

clothing arranged into a
mosaic-like, fabric mural. The

project reflects the diverse
community of people—be they

recent immigrants, government
workers, or veterans—who pass
through the federal building on
a daily basis and, in the process,

reveal the many faces of
American identity.
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who was able to provide guidelines on specific materials and tech-

niques, as well as methods for altering the existing environment to

better preserve the life of  the work. I also work in close collabora-

tion with a building’s designers and engineers, as I aim to create

public works that are in direct dialogue with their surrounding en-

vironment and architecture. These site-specific factors play an in-

tegral role throughout the process, starting with the initial

conception of  the piece. Taking on the challenge of  planning and

creating these large permanent commissions has certainly

strengthened the vision of  my work. Although the process is very

long, intense and involved, it is a positive experience that makes

me constantly examine what is really essential to my art and art-

making practice. It also gives me great satisfaction to create works

that are truly in public, non-art spaces where a diverse audience

will experience the work for many generations.

Check out the programs that exist in your community and state. A
state with a model program is Arizona. It seems that almost every
bridge, highway overpass, bus stop, and public building has commis-
sioned art as an integral part of  its structure, and the program works
with a wide range of  artists. In Philadelphia, the Mural Arts Program
has produced over 2,700 murals—more murals than any other city in
the world. The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) has a com-
missioning program called Art in Architecture (as Jean mentioned). An-
other example is the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) Arts for
Transit program in New York City. In a system over a hundred years old,
each subway station is slowly undergoing renovation, and commission-
ing art is an integral part of  this process. Well-known artists such as
Tom Otterness, Eric Fischl, Elizabeth Murray, and Vito Acconci, as well
as lesser-known and emerging artists, have designed permanent works
for this program. Thousands of  daily commuters and tourists come into
contact with mosaics, sculpture, and even conceptual works of  art dur-
ing their ride. Your art may not be best suited to the white box of  the
gallery but better served in public arenas.
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Most of  the public art agencies maintain registries of  artists whose
work can be considered for upcoming projects. You can also get on their
email or mailing lists to be sent requests for proposals (RFPs). For more
information about creating art on commission, responding to an RFP,
the selection process, and managing a project, consult the comprehen-
sive resource The Artist’s Guide to Public Art: How to Find and Win Com-
missions by Lynn Basa (New York: Allworth Press, 2008).

Working with Multiple Venues
Don’t look at the venues outlined in chapters 3, 4, and 5 as mutually ex-
clusive. You can work with different spaces and programs at the same
time. For example, in the space of  a few months, you may have a site-
specific installation in the project room of  an alternative space, a series
of  your works on paper in a group show at a commercial gallery, and
another piece acquired for a corporation thousands of  miles away
through an art consultant who finds it on your website. There are no
hard and fast rules as to the right order of  opportunities that will de-
velop your career. Your work might be embraced by a commercial
gallery right out of  art school, or you may exhibit at nonprofit spaces
for years and then land gallery representation. 

An artist who has navigated the commercial sector in a unique way
is Christo. He and his wife and partner, Jeanne-Claude, have put to-
gether multimillion dollar public projects by themselves. For over sixty
years, they have assiduously built up a collector and support base with-
out any gallery representation or grants and have funded huge public
art projects from direct sales of  their work.

Now that you have a summary of  the opportunities available, con-
tinue developing your artistic goals. Having an overview of  all levels of
the art world and the advantages they afford will help you make in-
formed decisions on how to proceed. The next step is to match up all
these potential opportunities with your goals as an artist. To help sort
out how to think about what venues you wish to pursue, you need to re-
turn to some self-assessment. On the following page are some questions
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I spend a lot of  time trying to
figure out who might be
interested in what I am doing,
following up with people.

—Ellen Harvey, artist
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you need to ask yourself. Just as in chapter 1, write down your answers
so you can refer to them later.

• What is my plan? What is it I am looking for and why?
- Is it to present a new body of  work?
- Is it to get sales or commissions?
- Do I want to connect with a particular audience?
- Is it to attract critical attention?

• What are my resources?
• Do I have a body of  work or a project ready for exhibition?
• Is my practice site-specific or community-based?
• How productive am I? How long does it take for me to

complete a body of  work or an installation/video/site-
specific/community-based project?

• How hard is it to install my work? Do I need to travel with it?
Can it be easily shipped?

• What is an ideal number of  venues I can work with at the
same time?

• How will these decisions affect my life, my family, and my
other responsibilities?

Every artist will have different goals for the exposure of  his or her
work. Matching your goals with your studio practice will help you to fig-

ure out the best way to start. Not every artist has a practice
that can support the needs of  several art galleries at once
or wants more exposure than a solo exhibition or installa-
tion every eighteen months. It may be that your work is la-
bor-intensive or you have family responsibilities that make
your output relatively low. Conversely, your ideas may en-
gage both large-scale community projects and studio work
that is of  interest to a variety of  nonprofit and commercial
venues. The ultimate purpose of  exhibiting your work is to

connect with the audience you desire. There are no easy answers or
shortcuts to discovering who this audience will be. If  you skipped the
“Promote Yourself  to Regional Nonprofits” exercise in chapter 4, go
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Every artist has to determine on their own how
they want to participate in the for-profit
market, the non-profit world, the academic
world, the curatorial world, the collector world,
art fairs, you name it. There are a million
worlds you can occupy.

—Matthew Deleget, artist and cofounder,
MINUS SPACE
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back, and begin now to research and con-
nect with the best options in your commu-
nity. Once you have started there, you can
begin expanding to others.

Building Long-Term Relationships
As I’ve said more than once, most of  your
opportunities will come through someone
with whom you are already connected. This diagram is a way to picture
the rings of  relationships radiating out from your art.

THE UNIVERSE OF PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Unexposed: The outside ring is comprised of  all those who have not been
exposed to you or your work. These individuals have no relationship with
you at all, although you may know of  them. Until you become a house-
hold name like Picasso, this will always be the largest number of  people.

Exposed: These are individuals who have had some brief  exposure to you
or your work. This exposure may be a fleeting glance at your exhibition
announcement, viewing your work in a show or as a panelist, looking
through your artist packet or grant proposal, reading a review of  your
work, hearing others mention your work, or a visit to your website, My-
Space page, or blog. If  they come in brief  contact with you in more than
one of  the above ways, they begin to feel familiar with your work. It is
the next largest category of  people.

Connected: These individuals have moved from merely being exposed to
your work to feeling connected. This category includes nonprofit organi-
zations and galleries that exhibit your work, panelists who select you for a
grant or opportunity, art consultants who purchase your work for a col-
lection, art critics who mention your work in a review, your friends on
Facebook, and almost anyone who has visited your studio. It also includes
peers, family, and friends who have an interest in you and your work.
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Core Support: These individuals are your most valuable relationships.
They include art professionals who have an active, ongoing interest in
your work. Besides galleries that represent you, they include art admin-
istrators, curators, critics, collectors, grant makers, and artists who stay
current with what you are doing and take every chance afforded them
to see your work and lend their support to your career.

Building long-term relationships revolves around the actions you
take to move individuals from the colder, outer-relationship circles to
the warm, inner core. Over the space of  a lifetime, you will be consis-
tently working to move art professionals not yet familiar with you (Un-
exposed) into an awareness of  you and your work (Exposed), to helping
you in some way (Connected), finally to an ongoing partnership with
you and your career (Core Support).

You currently have artists and art professionals in your life who
would fit every category above. To prove it, take a moment, and try this
exercise:

1. Divide a piece of  paper into four columns, and title the top of
each with one of  the circle headings above: Unexposed,
Exposed, Connected, and Core Support.

2. Take your address book or email list, and write the names of
the artists and art professionals in the appropriate columns.

3. Look over the columns. You probably don’t have many names
in the Unexposed, as these are the people who don’t know
you, so they aren’t in your address book. For the other
categories, you will most likely find that Core Support has
the smallest number. That’s normal. Don’t fret if  your Core
Support circle is only close friends and family; having anyone
at all in that group is a start.

4. Identify five to ten art professionals who are currently in
either the Unexposed or the Exposed Category whom you
would like to move to the next circle. For each contact, write
down a series of  actions you will take to begin this process.
For example, you’ll make sure to attend the upcoming panel
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discussion or exhibition opening organized by the curator
who stopped by your space during the open studio tour, and
you’ll briefly reintroduce yourself. You may slip a few digital
prints of  recent work into an envelope along with a personal
note to reconnect with an old art professor, or update a
gallery that included your work in a group show. These
actions initiate or refresh a relationship and could lead to
moving them closer to the center Core Support circle.

All too often artists are so focused on surging forward to make new
connections that we forget about the wake of  relationships we are leav-
ing behind. You need to stay in touch with art professionals with whom
you have already been in contact. Look through the lines of  your ré-
sumé, and think carefully about the individual events. Do any forgotten
names emerge? Search the Internet, or contact a mutual friend to see
where they are now. Make a point of  reconnecting with those art profes-
sionals in some way. Some may have dropped out of  the art world en-
tirely, but you just might find that the young curator at that little
nonprofit space in no-man’s-land now has her own gallery on the West
Coast.

Another easy pitfall is not following up on a lead. Maybe someone
asked you to send information about your work, and you were so over-
whelmed with a big freelance job that you never got to it. A curator
asked you to send images of  your new piece, but you felt too unsure of
that body of  work, so you dropped the ball and didn’t do it. Well, now’s
the time to do it. Don’t worry that too much time has passed. Contact
them in a straightforward manner without apologies. Let them know
what you’re doing, and reestablish a connection.

Not everyone you contact will move nicely into the innermost circle.
The Core Support circle will always be the smallest in relation to the
others. You want to make sure that it is a healthy mixture of  family,
friends and art professionals. Remember, you are gradually building an
audience for your work comprised of  relationships from all three circles
of  support. Contacts will move in and out of  various levels.
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Staying in Touch
Promoting your work requires that you consistently reach out to your
audience by regularly being in contact with them. Slowly, many of  them
will gravitate to become core supporters. Besides your website, another
great tool at your disposal is your contact list. When I lecture, I often
ask groups of  artists to raise their hands if  they have more than a hun-
dred people on a mailing list. Two or three hands may go up. I am
shocked at how little attention artists give to collecting names and ad-
dresses of  potential supporters. Today it is easy for you to be in touch
with hundreds of  people, simply by sending an email announcement.
Just think about the amount of  email you receive. One of  the ways you
will move people from the cold region of  Unexposed into the warmer
inner circles of  support will be accomplished through careful develop-
ment of  contacts through email and postal mail. It isn’t created by buy-
ing a generic mailing list of  hundreds of  galleries, curators, and art
professionals nationwide, although there are plenty of  people ready to
sell you one. The best contact list you develop is built one name at a
time.

Your contact list includes individuals reflecting three important parts
of  your life.

1. Your past: This is anyone who has shown interest in you or
your work since you were born. Yes, that includes family,
people from your hometown, former teachers, college
roommates, your college alumni office, and art
professionals with whom you have begun a connection, no
matter how long ago. They have a long-standing interest in
you and need to be updated periodically. You never know
where they might end up. I never envisioned that my
cousin, seven years younger than I, would grow up to
become a banker in Ohio. Even though she has nothing to
do with the art world, she and the curator of  a major
corporate art collection often attended the same business
luncheons in her city. I was the only artist she knew to talk
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People already have people who
believe in them that may or
may not have anything to do
with the art world, and those
people can be approached too.
All of  us have at least a couple
of  people who really support us.

—Jody Lee, Artist
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about. Because my cousin is on my mailing list and has
received my announcements for years, she knew just
enough about my work to interest that curator, which
resulted in my work being acquired for their collection. I
have other cousins on my contact list who haven’t done a
thing for me, but they are part of  my network, so I keep
them informed. You never know.

2. Your present: What art professionals are you courting or
connecting with today? Which registries have your work?
Who attended your recent open studio or exhibition? Who
just moved into town to take over the curator’s position at
the art center? Who did you meet this week, this month, this
year? Think about who supports culture. Include all the
professional people in your life: dentist, family doctor,
dermatologist, gynecologist, lawyer, real estate agent, tax
preparer, financial advisor, and banker. You want them to see
you as more than an orifice or balance sheet.

3. Your future: What are your goals? Where are you headed?
Who needs to know about you? Maybe you aren’t quite ready
for the most exclusive gallery in town or the contemporary
art museum, but you intend to be. Maybe your immediate
goal is to achieve representation locally, but ultimately you
also want to be represented by a gallery in another city, state,
or country. Placing those individuals with whom you wish to
work in the future on your contact list today and sending
them information from time to time will move them out of
the Unexposed category into Exposed. Your goal will be to
slowly move them in closer.

If  you diligently collect names for your contact list, it will soon be a
source of  potential opportunities. Organize your list so that it can be
sorted in various ways:

• By category, such as family, friends, artists, VIPs, art
professionals, and others. You may wish to break art
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Everything is about
relationships. I didn’t know
that basic fact when I was
young. Quality of  relationships
is what it’s all about: with
oneself, one’s art, and other
people. Relationships develop
organically over time.

—Morgan O’Hara, Artist
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professionals down further into curators, critics, and dealers.
Some names may have more than one category.

• By location and alphabetically: zip code–sorted, local,
regional, state, and international.

You may want to target some people mainly through email an-
nouncements, while you will want to send others printed exhibition in-
vitations with a short note attached. This is especially true for curators,
gallerists, critics, and art advisors, who often keep a file of  interesting
art information close at hand. From time to time they sift through this
file looking for fresh work. Your card should be in that stack.

Treat every encounter and opportunity you have as a way to build
upon and strengthen your circle of  relationships. Use the networking
tips we have already discussed, such as collecting business cards as you
meet different art professionals, and make note of  potential contacts as
you research different venues. I keep a mailing list folder next to my
computer on my desk. I drop in the business cards, announcements, and
stray pieces of  paper with someone’s name and contact information.
Every so often I pull it out and enter those names into my mailing list.
That’s how it grows, one by one.

Here are some tips for staying in touch:

• Send email announcements. Make sure you include all pertinent
information about the show—title, dates, complete address,
and opening reception—as regular text in the body of  the
email. Embed a low-resolution image of  a work into the text.
Make it attractive without sending too large a file. Try to
keep any attachments to a minimum; many viewers will not
bother to open them. I automatically delete any email
announcement that arrives with the information only
available as an attachment.

• Personalize exhibition announcements. Write a short note or a
nice hello on your exhibition announcement. Go beyond
highlighting or putting a star next to your name on a plain
group show announcement by making your own. Use one of
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the inexpensive postcard companies that advertise in the back
of  art magazines. Use an image of  one of  your works in the
show on the front. Make sure that the layout of  the card
reflects that it is coming from you and not from the
exhibition venue. Do not incorporate the venue’s logo or
other copyrighted material. Make sure your return address
and contact information are on the postcard.

• Send thank-you notes and other follow-up correspondence. Have a
stack of  blank postcards or digital prints of  your work on
heavy stock always available on your desk. Use them for
thank-you notes, invitations, follow-up, and other
correspondence. I cannot overemphasize how much art
professionals appreciate the simple gesture of  a personal
thank-you note. I have even sent thank-you notes for
thoughtful rejections.

The contacts you develop have the potential to become supporters of
your work. They will “get out of  their chairs” and do something on
your behalf. They will attend your exhibition, performance, event; pro-
mote you to others; refer your work; write letters of  recommendation;
fund your project by awarding you a grant or donating money; sell or
buy your work; give you the commission; hire you as a freelancer,
teacher, lecturer. Although you may work alone in the studio, the rest
of  the time you are teaming up or partnering with other individuals to
help promote it. The assistance from these professional alliances is an-
other stage of  building your career. They need to be nurtured and culti-
vated. Always remember that it takes less energy to maintain a
relationship than it does to create a new one.

How to Be a Good Partner
What does it mean to be a good partner? It means that besides doing
your best studio work, you also assist the exhibition venue with the
best possible presentation and promotion of  your work. Many artists
think their job ends once the work leaves their studio. They think the
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I do save email of  shows to see,
but once the shows have
passed, I can’t keep saving all
that email. But if  I have a card
that was interesting to me, I
save it in a file. Every once in a
while, when I’m in this
thinking mode, I’ll go through
that file, and it will just trigger,
“Oh my God, I need to
reconnect with that person.”

—Jennifer McGregor, director
of arts and senior curator,

Wave Hill, and former director,
NYC Percent for Art Program

When I was a curator, I
opened up every packet that
came in. So as a critic I go to
everything I can. I go to juried
shows, I go to gallery shows, I
go to museum shows, I go to
solo shows at nonprofit spaces,
at artist-run spaces, at
restaurants, in beauty
parlors—at all the places
artists show before they have
their foot firmly in the door. I
write or talk about artists if
the work interests me.

—Andrea Kirsh, art historian,
art critic, and writer
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responsibility to publicize, sell, and promote the work is
up to the venue or sponsor, gallery, alternative space, mu-
seum, or organization. Those same artists are the first to
be disappointed when the exhibition or event doesn’t get
the kind of  coverage or sales they envisioned. Frustrated,
they blame the venue.

Your responsibility to your work does not stop at the
studio door or once you have been promised an opportu-
nity. Early on, have a heart-to-heart talk with the venue or
sponsor. Assess what they will need from you and what
the staff  can realistically do to promote your show. This
applies to all opportunities, whether it is an artist-gener-
ated group show, a project room in an alternative space, a
solo gallery exhibition, or a museum retrospective. Any
way that you can support the venue’s efforts will be appre-

ciated and cements the partnership. Here is a list of  what you should
provide:

• Fabulous work samples in exactly the size and format they can use.
These images will be used on the announcement, catalogue,
advertising, press kit, fundraising proposals, and website. For
press photos, make sure you have both horizontal and vertical
image formats. Sometimes the only reason one artist’s image
is selected over another’s is because the designer doing the
layout needs a certain format to fit the space.

• A well-written artist statement that speaks directly to the work
exhibited. Few organizations have a press office; publicity is
usually part of  the job of  someone who is already juggling
many other responsibilities. That harried staff  member will
deeply appreciate it if  he can pull out a great paragraph from
your artist statement and insert it into the press release. Not
only have you made his job easier, but your ideas are
accurately represented to the public. It is much easier for
him to edit your artist statement than it is to start from
scratch.
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I’d like to think that at some level, whether I’m
working with a curator or gallery, we put the
art first. But you know, their job is different
than my job. They have something that is
motivating them, and I have something that is
motivating me. One has to be realistic. I have to
protect the work and make sure that it’s seen in
the right way. That protection goes beyond the
way it’s made to the way it’s shown and talked
about. Curators and gallerists have skills that I
don’t have, and I want them to do their job. And
I try to give them whatever tools help them
represent me in the best possible way. Once this
relationship is established, there needs to be
trust on both sides.

—Janine Antoni, artist
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• A one-paragraph biography and an updated résumé.
• Reviews and other writing about your work. Include your press

quotes sheet and a selection of  important reviews and
articles. You are the best archive of  this information, and
making it available to the venue helps their promotional
efforts.

• Your connections to others. This is where you draw on your list
of  core supporters. Add to this list other art professionals,
collectors, and writers who know your work or with whom
you have had some contact. Go through this list one by one
with your venue, and discuss which individuals might benefit
from a personal approach, either from you or from someone
on staff. The venue will also have their own list of  supporters,
and some of  them may overlap with yours. Decide who will
contact whom and how. This strategizing together is an
important part of  your partnership.

• Your contact list. Let them know how many announcements
you will need for your mailing list. Since my own list is so
large, I always ask for a thousand. If  you let them know your
needs early on, they can adjust their print run to include
your request. I always offer to pay for the additional
announcements, but so far no one has ever given me a bill.
When the announcements are being run at the press, the
cost of  another thousand is minimal. When it comes time to
mail them out, I do it myself. I am willing to invest in the
first-class postage and time, as it allows me to write personal
notes on many of  them.

Your willingness to help promote the show is an important factor in
its success. Being actively attentive to all aspects of  the event in a posi-
tive, undemanding way will get you more staff  attention. Doing your
part to provide the essential promotional tools (work sample, statement,
bio, and contacts) means your partners can do a better job for you.

Whether you are showing with a nonprofit alternative space, a com-
mercial gallery, or a museum, ask yourself  and/or the organization
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Don’t expect your gallery to
work for you as hard as you
will work for yourself.

—Ellen Harvey, artist
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with which you are working the questions below. The answers will help
you map out a timeline of  tasks to do, organize the things to have ready,
and determine your budget for the show. Not all of  these questions will
apply to every opportunity, but most will. If  issues arise as you ask these
questions, you may need to negotiate or do some creative problem solv-
ing to resolve them satisfactorily for both you and the venue.

EXHIBITION CHECKLIST

Questions for all spaces:

1. What are the dates of  the show?
2. What is the exhibition venue’s production schedule?

a. Deadlines for promotional materials: press release,
exhibition announcement, catalogue

b. Fundraising
c. Dates for shipping work 

3. What work is being shown? Is it ready, or do I need to
develop a work schedule for its completion?
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JOANNE MATTERA
Ciel Rouge, 2006

Encaustic on panel (quadtych)
48 x 67 inches

From the 2006 solo exhibition
Heat of the Moment

Courtesy of Arden Gallery,
Boston
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4. What needs to be done to the work to prepare it for
exhibition (framing, mounting, etc.)? Who is paying for it?

5. What are my equipment needs? Who is responsible for
supplying it?

6. What will be needed in the way of  work samples and artist
statements for promotion of  the show (exhibition
announcements, advertising, press kits, brochure/catalogue)?

7. Who pays for shipping? Does this cover to and from the
exhibition?

8. Is the work insured during transit? Is it insured during the
exhibition?

9. What is the sales commission? If  a nonprofit, how are sales
handled? Do they ask for a percentage of  the sale as a donation?

10. Can we discuss/plan for some additional programming
during the exhibition, such as a panel discussion,
private opening, artist talk/lecture, closing party?

11. If  the venue is out of  town, will they cover my
travel and lodging expenses?

12. Does the venue install the work, or should/can I
be of  assistance?

13. For installations, what kind of  access to the space
do I have? Twenty-four-hour access, or only during
certain hours or days? Are there any other
restrictions? Can I drill into the walls?

14. What kind of  help will I have installing my work?
What is their level of  expertise? (Professionals?
Students? Interns?)

15. How many exhibition announcements will I be
given? Have I told them how many I will need?

Additional questions for nonprofit spaces:

1. Is there an artist’s fee or an honorarium?
2. Is there a budget for the show that includes materials and

production costs?
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I thought getting into a gallery in NYC was the
goal. And I got into one. I spent five years with
the Steven Haller Gallery, a gallery whose
aesthetic I adore, a dealer whom I adore and
who I consider a friend and a mentor. I thought
that once I got into that gallery, life would be
[like] heaven, and—I don’t know—somehow I
would be able to pull out the lounge chair and
sip lemonade, and life would be groovy. Wow,
was I in for a shock. Everything became ten
times more demanding and went ten times
faster because then you needed to keep
producing and you want to make the work that
comes from your heart, but the work that comes
from your heart has to be well-received, there
has to be a market for it, you have to like it,
your dealer has to like it. Suddenly, it was your
art life to the tenth life power.

—Joanne Mattera, artist
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3. How will I be reimbursed for these costs?
4. Can they help me with fundraising or act as a fiscal agent for

equipment, materials, artist fee, production expenses, etc.?
(See chapter 7.)

5. Will they accept in-kind donations of  materials and services
on my behalf ? (See chapter 7.)

As you discuss the above questions with your venue, make sure you
have been clear about your needs. They can’t read your mind, so it’s
up to you to make your needs known. This doesn’t mean you swagger
in like a prima donna and treat everyone like your servants, but
thoughtfully express what is best for you and your work. It is just as
important that during any discussions you carefully listen and note
their concerns.

Follow up all conversations with an email or letter clarifying what
was discussed and how it was resolved. It’s natural for everyone to hear
and remember what is in his or her best interest. For example, if  the

venue has committed to shipping, framing, or other pro-
duction costs, send them an email confirming their prom-
ise. This action eliminates misunderstandings later.

Make a production schedule for yourself. Include all
deadlines for publicity materials, preparing the work for
exhibition, packing, work installation, and documenta-
tion. The better you are at holding up your end of  the
partnership, the more they can help you.

Being in Charge Keeps You Connected
There are numerous ways to have an art career. The no-
tion that you will have all aspects of  your professional life
managed by a gallery is unrealistic. Access to worldwide
audiences is no longer controlled by a few galleries and
museums. These days more and more artists are choosing
to forego that tightly controlled environment and are
managing themselves. They work with multiple partners
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The goals I have in presenting a
show and the goals an artist
has in exhibiting here might be
very different. They should
overlap in significant places,
but I think laying out those
goals and desires and then
figuring out what resources
you can bring to bear to help
you reach them is important.

—Janet Riker, director,
University Art Museum,

University at Albany

In addition to the obligations that a gallery
might have to the artists, I also believe that you,
as the artist, may not understand the moral
obligation that you have to the gallery that’s
going to give you a show. If  a gallery is going to
give you a show, you have an obligation to
deliver what you are supposed to deliver when
you are supposed to deliver it. You have an
obligation to help if  they need it in terms of  the
installation of  the work. You have the obligation
to go to all the gallery openings and support all
the other artists in the gallery whether you like
their work or not. You have to show up.
Whatever you do, you have an obligation not to
bad mouth the gallery and the artists in the
gallery. That’s where the reputation of  being
difficult can come back and hurt you.

—David A. Dorsky, attorney and director of
Dorsky Gallery Curatorial Programs
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that span the museum, public art, nonprofit, and commercial worlds, af-
fording them a robust career of  their own design.

The fluidity of  the art world is amazing. People don’t stay in one
place forever. In the space of  a few years, everything can change. If  you
analyze your résumé, you’ll notice that many of  the items on it came
about as a result of  someone you know. In some way, someone helped
connect you, gave you an important piece of  information, directed you
to a website or article, or sent someone to you. The contacts you make
will benefit you over the long term, so make an effort to cultivate them.
I find one of  the biggest mistakes artists make is to think only in the
short term. Artists expect something to come of  the studio visit, exhibi-
tion, review, or email exchange right away. It may take many visits be-
fore someone includes your work in a show and several shows before
people are familiar with your name. That’s why developing and nurtur-
ing relationships is an important skill for the growth of  your career. It
helps you stay connected and is a powerful counterbalance to the isola-
tion of  a studio practice.

With all the different kinds of  opportunities listed in these three chap-
ters, you have many paths to engaging new audiences with your work.
Begin with what feels most do-able, get feedback, make connections, and
move on to more adventurous or difficult venues. Before approaching
anyone, always do your research. Once you have canvassed your local
area, move to other areas of  the country. Given today’s nomadic
lifestyles, you are likely to have connections to artists and art profession-
als the world over. Always ask yourself, “Who is my best audience, and
how do I connect with them?” With many possibilities to pursue, you
need to figure out which ones are right for you.

Resources
International Association of  Professional Art Advisors: http://www.iapaa.org

• An association of  art advisors, curators, and art service professionals, they
provide guidelines and standards for professionals working in the field.

American Association of  Museums: http://www.aam-us.org
• A membership organization that represents museums and the profession-

als who work for and with them.
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I chose to be open to any
invitations that came, from
wherever in the world they
might come, and to say yes as
often as I can. Since I made
that decision, opportunities
have grown exponentially.

—Morgan O’Hara, artist

Another mistake can be to
spend your time waiting for the
perfect gallery or situation in
which to exhibit. I think it’s
very important to take
whichever opportunity presents
itself  and to make the most of
it. You can waste a lot of  time
waiting for Prince Charming.

—Ellen Harvey, artist
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Americans for the Arts: http://www.artsusa.org
• A nonprofit membership organization dedicated to advancing the arts in

America. Among their many programs is the Public Art Network (PAN), a
professional network dedicated to the field of  public art. PAN brings to-
gether artists, community members, and art and design professionals
through online resources such as Resources for Public Artists and the an-
nual Year in Review, which highlights innovative and exemplary examples
of  contemporary public art produced in the previous year.

Basa, Lynn. The Artist’s Guide to Public Art: How to Find and Win Commissions.
New York: Allworth Press, 2008.

• A comprehensive guide to the field of  public art commissions.
The GSA Art in Architecture Program: http://www.gsa.gov

• The government office that commissions large-scale works of  art for new
federal buildings. At this site you can apply to the Art in Architecture Na-
tional Artist Registry.
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SECTION THREE 

Supporting Your Work

As an artist, nothing else matters if you can’t make the
art you want. These chapters are about your artistic
survival, which comes down to securing the materials,
space, and time you need to make your work. Without
these necessities, your ideas will never become
tangible but only remain as stray thoughts in your
head. This section provides information and skill-
building exercises in financial management and legal
issues as they apply to the unique issues of your art
and your life. 

It is true that money in the form of sales, awards, and
grants is one of the most visible rewards for talent in
our society. So if you aren’t receiving money for your
art in one of these ways, you can easily feel like a
failure. Although money in itself is neutral, it gets
easily entangled with your feelings of self-worth and
entitlement. Like the other subjects covered so far—
setting goals, writing about your art, promoting
yourself—money is another tool to be used in service
of your career.

This section will also touch on some of the legal issues
artists face daily. Working from a broad base of
knowledge will help you take the necessary steps to
protect and defend your artistic rights. Knowing how
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to negotiate and when to seek out professional help
will save you from misery later.

The information in this section—securing the means to
support yourself and protect your artistic rights—flies
in the face of society’s image of the self-destructive,
suffering artist. Decide today to end that myth once
and for all. Supporting your work comes down to
respecting and treasuring your talent enough to provide
it the opportunity to thrive. When you overcome these
issues, the deep feeling of accomplishment that
radiates from you will appear to the rest of the world
as success. Save your pain and suffering for the studio,
for when you are birthing your ideas. That’s where it
does the most good.
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